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EDITORIAL NOTE

This Memorandum was prepared by the Institute of Conjuncture 
(Institute for Economic Research), Moscow, and is therefore pre
sented as an account from purely Russian sources.

The manuscript was submitted in English, and as few corrections as 
possible have been made.
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I.— INTRODUCTORY.

T h e  revolution of February 1917 was a
purelypoliticalevent, which relieved Russia
of the domination of Tzarist regime. The 

revolution of October 1917 bore a social char
acter and profoundly modified the social con
ditions previously existing, and caused the 
deepest upheaval in the organisation and 
economic conditions of the former Russia.

Two distinct stages are to be discerned in 
the economic development of U.S.S.R. after 
the revolution of October 1917. At the begin
ning the country lived under the conditions of 
the so-called Military Communism. This period 
lasted till April 1921, when a stage of New 
Economic Policy (N.E.P.) set in. In its turn 
the era of N.E.P. is to be divided into two 
periods : (i) from 1921 until the monetary
reform concluded in March 1924 (greatly 
affecting the economic conditions of the 
country), and (2) from monetary reform up to 
the present time.

During the first years of the Soviet regime 
economic conditions in U.S.S.R. were greatly

under the influence of the inheritance left by 
Tzarist Russia and the World War. The 
economic disorder and the decline in the pro
ductive forces experienced by the country after 
the revolution of October are not to be ascribed 
exclusively to the influence of the revolution 
and to the system of military communism. To 
a certain extent these phenomena came into 
being prevdously under the influence of the 
World War, and only became particularly 
prominent after the events accompanying the 
revolution. Similarly, a series of measures 
carried out by the Soviet Government in the 
period of Military Communism was the con
tinuance of regulating measures carried out by 
the Tzarist and by the Provisional Government 
(which existed from March to October 1917), 
under World War conditions. Therefore, for 
the proper understanding of the situation and 
the d}Tiamics of economic conditions in U.S.S.R. 
after the revolution, it is necessarv% even though 
concisely, to elucidate the influence exerted by 
the World War.

TH E INFLUENCE EX ER T ED  B Y  THE WORLD WAR ON ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS IN RUSSIA.

At the time of the October revolution there 
was a definite conspicuous decline in all spheres 
of economic life in the country. Firstl}’, the 
war cut off Russia from world markets. As a 
consequence her foreign trade catastrophically 
collapsed, since it could only be carried on across 
the European frontier (after Turkey’s entrance 
into the war) through the ports of the Arctic 
Ocean.

F O R E IG N  TR.ADE ACROSS T H E  EU R O PEA N
F R O N T IE R .

(Ain. rbs.)

1913
1915

Exports,

1,421
314

Imports.

1,227
677

The data for subsequent years in terms of v̂ alue 
are not comparable oving to the rapid increase 
of prices. Therefore, for later years we give 
the weight of exports and imports of staple 
commodities (thousand metric tons).

EX PO RTS.

Grain
B u tte r
F lax

1913. 1915.

10,612 605
78 51

273 62

1916.

692
0

73

IM PORTS

Coal .................... .....................
Alachinery and im plem ents
Cotton ......................................

1913. 1913.

7.670 567
317 47
162 53

1916.
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rapid incrê  
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1916'

1915' 1916'

Thus, both exports and imports contracted 
greatly during the war years.

Also the reduced imports were, to a con
siderable extent, articles for munitions purposes. 
The contraction of foreign trade adversely 
affected all those spheres of economic life 
dependent on world markets and needing im
ported machinery, raw materials and fuel. 
Owing to the reduction of imports the equip
ment and machinery of industrial enterprises 
(except those working directly on war supplies) 
were not kept in repair, and therefore home 
production diminished.

Alongside and associated with the collapse 
of foreign trade under war conditions, agricul
ture had to suffer as well. On account of 
diminished exports its most important branches 
lost markets, and owing to the diminution of 
imports and home production there was a sharp 
set-back in the supply of new agricultural 
machinery. According to figures obtained in 
the course of special investigations, the home 
pi'oduction of agricultural machinery and im
plements amounted in 1915 to only 50 per cent, 
of the normal pre-war production, and in 1916 
20 per cent., as the major part of workshops 
producing agricultural implements were engaged 
on munitions. The total value of imported 
agricultural implements before the war 
amounted to 60 mn. rbs. (a half of the whole 
consumption), and already in 1915 it had fallen 
to one-twentieth of this total, and in 1916 was 
only 8 mn. rbs.

In addition agriculture was undermined by 
incessant mobilisations, depriving it of human 
labour and of horses and cattle. The total 
number of men mobilised and enlisted (includ
ing those working for defence purposes and the 
numerical strength of the peace-time army) 
was over 13 millions, and before the revolution 
of October even exceeded 14 millions, the 
majority being drawn from the rural population. 
The substitution of female labour, the reduction 
of live-stock, natural decreases and the depre
ciation of other stock, led to a deterioration of 
tillage and to a certain exhaustion of the soil.

Under these conditions the productivity of 
rural labour naturally declined and agricultural 
production contracted. Those districts and 
branches of agriculture which produced for 
export suffered most. Thus, in some impor
tant grain-exporting districts, as early as 1916

AREA U N D E R  CROPS IN  1916 AS PE R C E N T A G E
O F 1909-1913.

Ukraine 
S. Eaat

Hye. Wheat. Total.

107-5 77 95
63 79 90-5

a visible contraction of the area under crops 
grown for export was observed.

The area under cereals in all Russian terri
tory amounted in 1916 to 95 per cent, of the 
pre-war, and the total area sown also 95 per 
cent.

The situation of industry remained more 
favourable. The unlimited exigencies of the 
war and the reduction of imports created favour
able conditions for certain branches. As a 
result there was a rise of industrial production 
in some branches, even a very considerable 
one.

PR O D U C T IO N  A T  1913 P R IC E S .
(Mn. rbs.)

M etals ...................................
M achinery and  im plem ents
Chem icals ..............................
H ides, skins, fu rs .................

108
308
329

70

246
978
829
95

However, in analysing these figures it is to 
be borne in mind that (i) the increase of home 
production could not in some cases compensate 
for the before-mentioned falling off in imports; 
also, for a number of branches the deficit was 
due not only to the contraction of imports, but 
also to entire cessation in industrial regions 
which had become theatres of war (coal basin 
of Dumbrova, woollen textiles of western 
regions), and (2) in a group of industries not 
connected with direct war requirements a 
diminution in output was noticeable (the whole 
of mining, metallurgy, agricultural machinery, 
cotton, silk and wool production, building, 
printing).

As a whole, during the war period the pro
duction of the leading industries rose 20 per 
cent., taking into consideration one and the 
same set of firms. But allowing for the indus
trial regions put out of action, and a probable 
diminution in the output of small industries 
(manufacture, artisans and handicraftsmen), 
it is unlikely that there was any increase in 
total industrial production.

Finally, the whole increased activity of the 
war period was devoid of sound roots, having 
been created by war inflation and the unlimited 
demand for war material. A number of enter- 
irises came into being, therefore, without pre- 
huinary consideration of all economic possi

bilities, and from the very beginning they 
showed insufficient powers of resistance.

The same phenomena (war and inflation) had 
a still greater bearing, in that they brought 
about the disorganisation of production. Labour 
efficiency declined and the standard of works 
discipline was lowered.

If we compare the rise of gross production
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with the increase in output per worker in war 
time, we note that, notwithstanding a con
siderable amount of overtime work, the rate of 
increase in the average output per worker was 
below that of gross production.

O U TPU T AS %  O F 1913.

T o ta l production 
Average p e r head

1914. 1915. 1910. 1917.

102 118 120 85
99 no 106 72

Mobilisation of part of the skilled workers 
and the check in the supply of raw materials and 
fuel began to be severely felt by 1916.

Great disorganisation of transport was also 
caused by the war. A certain deterioration 
was observed in all countries during the war; 
but in our country the dislocation of transport 
operations proved, perhaps, more severe than 
anywhere else. It is to be borne in mind that 
even in time of peace our system was not alto
gether equal to the task imposed upon it. In 
addition to the inadequate development of our 
railway lines, we were short of 2,000 engines 
and 80,000 cars on the eve of the war. The 
colossal demand for military conveyances at 
the very beginning of the war upset the regular 
working of railway transport. Towards the end 
of 1914, 84,000 trucks were waiting to be un
loaded as against 34,000 in the preceding year. 
Later on the difficulties met by goods traffic 
became still greater. It failed to carry the 
necessary amount of coal from the Donetz 
basin, and delays occurred in the transport 
of food supplies to the consuming areas. A 
considerable number of towns felt a certain 
shortage in foodstuffs as early as October 1915.

As a result of the disturbing influences, 
brought about by the war, a rapid rise of prices 
and a depreciation of currency began.

In August 1917 the index of the wholesale

COST-OF-LIVING IN D E X : %  O F 1913.

Moscow.
All

Russian
Territ’ry.

Moscow.
All

Russian
Territ’ry.

1914............ 101 101 1917. Jan . 315 300
1915............ 130 130 A pr. 378 340
1916. Jan . 156 155 Ju ly 773 675

Ju ly 208 205 O ct. 871 755

prices of commodities sold on the Nijni Fair 
stood at 690 (1913 =  100).

Thus, under the influence of the war, difficul
ties and disorganisation penetrated into all 
spheres of economic activity. From the 
moment of their arising the Tzarist Govern
ment, in order to abate high prices and improve 
supplies, entered upon a course of military 
regulation of economic life. According to 
planned order, it controlled prices and distribu
tion, means of transportation, metals and 
various raw materials. And as these difficulties 
increased, State interference in economic life 
became more and more far-reaching.

In the grain market the increase of State con
trol became especially prominent. From the 
practice of planned grain collecting for the army, 
the State passed to grain purchases with its own 
resources for the whole country. In order to
carryout thisschemesuccessfully,theStateintro-
duced maximum prices, and a system of requi
sition with sequestration of grain stocks in the 
case of proved speculation, and prohibited grain 
export out of a number of districts. Under the 
influence of these measures the private grain
collecting organisations gradually lost ground 
and diminished their activity. At the end of 
1916 the State proceeded still further along the 
line of control and introduced compulsory 
allotment according to which the Government 
fixed for each region the quantity of grain to 
be furnished by its rural population at fixed 
prices.

After the revolution of February 1917 the 
Provisional Government applied still more 
widely and deeply the system of regulation of 
economic life. In particular in its struggle 
against the deficiency in supplies it passed, 
following up the course entered upon by the 
Tzarist Government, a law of grain monopoly, 
7.e. nationalisation of all grain surplus in the 
countrv.

It is not difficult to realise that the develop
ment of State regulation and control of economic 
life, especially such measures as grain mono
poly, which was to become one of the most 
prominent features of ]\Iilitar3̂  Communism, 
was step by step laying the foundation for the 
latter. However, Military Communism as a 
special economic system could take a definite 
form only after the October revolution.

III.—PERIOD OF M ILITARY COMMUNISM (1917-21)
The basic and characteristic features of the 

policy in the period of Military Communism 
were the following:—Nationalisation of the land
was put into effect, the former holdings of 
peasants remaining in their hands. In addi

tion, into their hands passed almost the whole 
land fund belonging to former landlords and 
to the State (except forests). However, the 
State remained the principal owner ot +he whole 
of the land fund. By means of ..ipulsory
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levies in kind, all the surplus agricultural pro
duction was at its disposal. The nationalisa
tion of industrial, commercial and banking 
undertakings was also carried out. The market 
and free play of demand and supply were pro
claimed illegal. Destroying the market, the 
State tried to organise with its own means the 
distribution of industrial commodities pro
duced by nationalised factories and workshops, 
as well as of agricultural products alienated by 
virtue of monopoly and compulsory levies.

Some regarded this sytem of Military Com
munism as a transitional stage in the progress 
towards the genuine communist regime. The 
reflection of these views can be found in separate 
decrees of Soviet power issued in that period.

No doubt, in some respects, mainly from the 
standpoint of formal principles of economic 
organisation, the system of Military Communism 
resembles the system of genuine communism 
as it is represented in theory. However, such 
a conception of Military Communism would be 
one-sided and erroneous. It is true that the 
Communist Party, having come to power, has 
considered, and still considers as its final aim, 
the organisation of communist society; but if 
we wish to understand the era 19x7-21, we 
must bear in mind that this era was not the era 
of pure communism but of military communism, 
the era of ruthless civil war, foreign interven
tion and the struggle of the Soviet republic 
for its existence. Fighting on numerous 
fronts, ha\dng created a Red army with a 
numerical strength of above a million,* and 
being at the same time cut off from the prin
cipal sources supplying victuals, raw materials 
and fuel, the Soviet power strained all 
its efforts in order (i) to cope with economic 
disorder and (2) to overcome the strength of 
capitalist influence in the country and to sub
due its resistance. If before the revolution, 
as was stated above, the struggle against the 
economic debacle was being conducted on a 
basis of strengthening State regulating measures, 
the Soviet power proceeded still further in this 
direction and tried radically to alter the social- 
economic organisation of the country, and to 
takeunder its administration all basic machinery 
and means of production, all basic processes of 
economic life. The Soviet power took this 
course on considerations of both economic and 
political character, as by these means it sought 
the solution of the second problem— the de
struction of the power of the privileged classes.

Hence it is clear that the period of Military 
Communism has a twofold character. Especi
ally frorn the theoretical standpoint it appears 
as an initial period in the struggle for a com-

* About 5 millions in 1920.
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plete reorganisation of economic life according 
to communist principles. This is quite clear. 
But the form and the rate of development of 
the reorganisation initiated may, in a certain 
degree, be accounted for by the motives of the 
social-economic and war-strategical struggle 
under the conditions of the revolution period. 
Thus this epoch is not to be regarded simply as 
a period of conscious communist construction. 
This is clearly seen from the following words of 
Lenin, the head of the Soviet Government :

The Military Communism was called forth 
by war and debacle. It did not and could not 
correspond to the economic aims of the pro
letarian policy; it represented only a provi
sional measure.”

Let us see how the policy of Military Com
munism developed and what were the economic 
conditions at that time.

At the beginning the Soviet power proceeded 
rather cautiously along the line of direct 
nationalisation of plant and means of produc
tion. The nationalisation of capitalist enter
prises was preceded by the system of workers’ 
control, which meant that the capitalist re
mained nominally at the head of his business 
and was only put under the public control of 
his workmen. The principle of workers’ control 
proved deficient in vitality.

In the course of 1917 and the first half of 
19x8, separate industrial undertakings were 
being nationalised and municipalised by local 
organs. Further, to a considerable extent 
under the influence of external factors and the 
complicated international situation, the Soviet 
power, by a decree of June 28, proceeded to the 
general nationalisation of industry, at first, 
however, only of large-scale industry.* The 
nationalisation was regarded by the decree as a 
general process of actual transfer of industry 
to the State.

“ Till further orders,” we read in this decree, 
the enterprises declared as property of 

R.S.F.S.R. are regarded as granted to their 
former owners on rent-free lease; the manag
ing board and the owners finance them on 
former grounds and also eniov profits as thev 
used to do.”

At this time U. I. Lenin—the head of the
Soviet Government— called upon the prole
tariat to work conjointly with the enlightened 
capitalists, and said warningly that “ The 
appellation ‘ Socialist Soviet Republic ' means 
the decision of the Soviet Government to 
effect the passing on to socialism, but it does 
not mean that the new economic order is

* M. G. Bronsky, in The Problcmn o f Economic Politics, lays 
.stress on the fact th a t tho dooroo of Juno 28, 1018, was called 
forth by tho Gorman <lomand-s for paym ent of a (ixod sum as 
indemnity for tho German ontorpriscs nationalised by this time.
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acknowledged to be actual socialism." How
ever, as the revolution developed and the 
war-political conditions became more and more 
complicated, the determination to progress in 
this direction of social reconstruction strength
ened, and during a period of two years (from 
1918 to 1920) a series of decrees were passed 
aiming at a fundamental reconstruction of the 
whole economic life.

Markets and all private business transactions 
were declared illegal, not, in fact, by a direct 
decree, but under the pressure of such circum
stances as made the legal supply and circulation 
of goods upon the market impossible.

Following upon grain and food-stuffs, a 
monopoly was proclaimed embracing all kinds 
of raw materials. Almost all business under
takings were nationalised and municipahsed 
and the remaining small-scale enterprises were 
obliged to close down owing to the lack of sup
plies. The process of nationalisation also 
spread to medium-sized and some small indus
trial undertakings. Compulsory distribution 
(according to planned order) was imposed upon 
industry. Even single handicraftsmen and 
undertakings employing up to ten workers were 
obliged to execute orders given to them by the 
State, and only in this manner could legally 
obtain raw materials (Decree of September 7, 
1920). The small producer enjoyed some in
dependence in the management of his under
taking, more particularly in agriculture. But 
even here the tendency to limit indmdual 
initiative was characteristic. On this point 
the decree passed by the Eighth Soviet Congress 
(December 29, 1920), under the title “ On the 
measures tending to strengthen and develop 
agriculture," is most conclusive. This decree 
actually aimed at the grand object of creating 
an order by which the volume of crops sown, 
the crop rotation system and the mode of til
lage should be imposed by the State upon each 
individual peasant household and on the whole 
peasant community.

Along with all these measures compulsory 
work for everyone and the distribution of com
modities by the State were introduced. The 
whole output was to be concentrated in the 
hands of the respective Government institu
tions, with the object of equal distribution for 
the future among citizens enjo}dng full legal 
rights, i.e. working members of society. The 
persons not engaged in any socially-useful work 
were deprived of their rations from the State 
distributing apparatus. But even with regard 
to citizens enjoying full legal rights, neither in 
practice nor in theory did complete equality 
exist. At the very beginning of the levolu- 
tion U. I. Lenin spoke about higher remunera

tion for specialists; but this demand of his he 
considered as a compromise, as a “  deviation 
from the principle of proletarian dictatorship, 
which claims the cutting down of wages to the 
level of the remuneration of the average worker." 
But, notwithstanding these exceptions, there 
was a far-reaching equalisation of earnings and 
incomes. The differences in the wages ratio of 
workers of different grades of skill was nearly 
annihilated as early as 1917, and up to the 
second half of 1921 tariff wages rates of the 
highest (twelfth) category were but a few per 
cent, above those paid to unskilled labour. 
If we take the aggregate earning (in kind and 
money) we find that the difference between 
wages of skilled and unskilled labour was 
reduced almost to nothing.

Thus, production and all economic activity 
became an obligation enforced by the State ani 
brought no direct and immediate profit. The 
personal and immediate interest in the economic 
effect of one's activity was reduced to a
minimum.

In considering economic conditions during 
the period of Military Communism we must not 
for a moment lose sight of the distressing circum
stances in which this policy developed. The 
country was in a state of acute cm l war, foreign 
intervention and blockade. Different parts of it 
were continually changing hands. The mastery 
over Kiev, for example, changed fifteen times. 
For long periods the Soviet State was deprived 
of the sources of crude oil, coal, other important 
raw materials and foodstuffs. Making allowance 
for all this, one can say that the economic collapse 
subsequent to the introduction of the system 
described above was, to a certain extent, called 
forth by external factors, whose influence, how
ever, became stronger under the influence of 
Military Communism.

The first and the most urgent task of the 
Government was to secure from the rural 
population \'ictuals and raw materials necessary 
for the suppty of the urban population and 
arm}', in order to keep up even the minimum 
activity of industry. This task was far from 
easy, as the State was able to give the peasantry 
but little in exchange for its products. The 
output of workshops and factories catastrophic- 
ally declined as early as 1918. A considerable 
part of industrial production was being con
veyed to the fronts, and available stocks of 
commodities, wliich to a considerable degree 
had already melted away during the \\brld 
War, were employed for the same purpose and 
for the scanty supply of the urban population. 
Therefore, for the supply of the peasantr}- with 
industrial commodities, the Government had 
but insismificant resources. Both the rural and
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urban population lacked necessities : soap, salt, 
matches, sugar, kerosene, textiles, became
rarities.

As regular trading no longer existed and the 
peasantry was deprived of the possibility of 
buying industrial products on the market or of 
obtaining them from the State in exchange for 
their products, the villages refused to give the 
urban population food-stuffs and raw materials 
for cash at fixed prices. In this connection, 
Avhen threats or forcible requisition of food-stuffs 
and property as well as other sanctions and 
propaganda proved ineffective to make tlie 
peasant give up the available grain surplus, the 
Soviet power had recourse to decisive measures 
in order to collect that surplus. Already in 
the summer of 1918 special workers* detach
ments were formed, which forcibly collected 
grain in \dllages.

But notwithstanding these harsh efforts, and 
in spite of the surplus of grain and other food
stuffs available in the villages, the supply of 
the population with food could not be satis
factorily organised. True, the quantity of grain 
forcibly collected from the peasantry increased, 
but it was not sufficient for a most precarious 
■ existence of the population in the consuming 
districts and towns, and the people were com
pelled to have recourse largely to private self
supply. According to the inquiry of Locizky, 
Avhich embraces twenty-six districts of Soviet 
Russia in the period 1918-19, we observe the 
following facts as to the food supply :

SO U R C E O F S U P P L Y .

Mn. poods. % of total.
State. Self. State. Self.

Towns and W orkers’ S e ttle 
ments—

in producing regions ........ 22-3 25-9 46 53
in consuming reg io n s........ 18-1 3 0 0 38 62

Rural population—
m consuming reg ion s........ 14-0 26-3 35 65

The table shows that the State was able to 
supply the population with less than a half of 
what it consumed at that time. The other and 
greater part of it was purchased in the illegal 
free market. The average consumption of the 
non-rural population considerably diminished, 
and this population lived under conditions of 
■ chronic famine. The same was the case with a 
part of the rural population in the consuming 
regions. As the buying of food in the urban 
illegal market from “ speculators ” was too 
expensive for many people, unorganised trips 
of the urban population to the producing 
districts became numerous. Neglecting their 
direct duties, workers and employees roamed

about in search of food. Such methods of 
acquiring food were severely punished. On all 
railroads leading to the districts enjoying a food 
surplus, numerous war cordons were placed, 
which searched all travellers and confiscated 
any goods. Moreover, without mentioning the 
difficulties met by the public in conveying food
stuffs through prohibited posts, the very acqui
sition of it in villages became a hard task. The 
villages did not care to take money. Therefore 
the urban population purchased in the towns, 
in the same illegal market, salt, sugar, matches, 
textiles, kerosene, etc., and carried these goods 
to the villages, where they directly exchanged 
them for food. Thus the struggle against the 
market brought us back to the primitive form 
of barter, with all its disadvantages. Only in 
towns and town markets did money continue 
to circulate.

It is interesting to note that the persecution 
of the market and the impediments to free cir
culation of goods created, in the process of 
exchange, an acute discrepancy between the 
prices of these goods in different markets. In 
industrial centres the value of manufactured 
articles became depreciated; in rural districts, 
despite the under-nourishment of the major 
part of the population in consuming regions 
and centres, the value of food was very low.

CLOTH (A R SH IN S) IN  E X C H A N G E F O R  ONE
POOD O F R Y E  F L O U R .

1 9 1 3 . 1 9 2 0 .

6 0 4-3
8-3 19-9
6-9 14-6

Saratov 
Moscow .. 
Kostrom a

While before the war the difference between 
the prices of rye flour in Moscow and the pro
ducing regions (Saratov) did not exceed 30-40 
per cent., in 1920 the highest price reached in 
Moscow was about five times that of Saratov.

Under the above conditions of supply, 
despite all the strenuous efforts of the Govern
ment and the population, an extremely acute 
shortage of food-stuffs was felt in the consum
ing regions, especially in towns.

As an illustration of the crisis in the food 
supply the following data of the quantities con
sumed by the Moscow population in 1919 as 
percentage of 1913-14 may be given— bread 
58-4, meat 65*3, fat 35*4, potatoes 193*0.

The consumption of every food underwent 
severe reduction except that of potatoes, which 
alone increased. Nourishment visibly became 
worse and deficient. The daily consumption of 
an adult workman, calculated in calories, was in 
Moscow 2,000, in Leningrad only 1,600, the 
normal daily requirement being above 3,000.
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At the same time an acute crisis was develop
ing in the fuel supply; the magnitude of this 
crisis may be seen from the following data :

COAL C A R R IE D  O S  R A IL W A Y 'S.

Crude oil
C oal..........
Firewood

1013.
3In. poods.

269
1,721

456

1020-21.

Mu. poods.

106
221
529

Thus there was a severe falling off in the fuel 
carried by rail. Still more striking are the data 
on fuel supplies arriving at different large cities :

F U E L  C A R G O ES A R R IV IN G  A T L E N IN G R A D .*
(5In. poods.)

Coal. Cnulo Oil. Firewood. Total.

1914 ................................ 1094 12-6 62-9 184-9
1919 ................................ 1-5 1-2 36-3 3 9 0
1920 ................................ 3-6 3-7 46-6 53-9

♦  R ecalcu lated  on the basis of conventional 7 ,000 calorie- 
fuel.

Famine and cold drove the people out of 
towns to the villages. As a result there was a 
considerable shrinkage of the urban population.

U R B A N  P O P U L A T IO N .
(OOOO’s.)

1917. 1920. % de
crease.

Moscow and Leningrad .............
O ther towns in  consuming

400 167 58

regions .......................................... 267 203 24
Towns in producing regions .. . 387 331 14

T o ta l ..................................... 1,054 701 33

Thus the towns lost over three and a half 
million people, the population of the capitals 
having decreased by more than a half.

The same unsatisfactory features as those 
regarding State distribution and supply were 
observed in the production of new goods. The 
large industrial undertakings were either idle 
or worked with long interruptions o\\'ing to the 
lack of fuel and to deficient organisation.*

The industrial undertakings situated in the 
region of military activities suffered from pillage 
and systematic destruction, and, consequently, 
were doomed to inactivit}^ as a result of inces
sant war operations (as, for example, in the 
Ural districts). The remaining active factories 
and mills turned over to a considerable degree 
to work for defence purposes. Thus the pro
cess of demobilisation of industr\  ̂ which was

*  According to  data of S. G. Strum ilin , in 1013, tlic  average 
loss of working tim e owing to  these causes am ounted to  6*4 
days, in 1919 61*2 days per year per worker.

be^ n at the end of 1917, after the U.S.S.R- 
retired from the World War, was brought to a 
standstill. In their turn the incessant mobilisa
tions withdrawing man-power from the popula
tion adversely affected industrial production, 
and first of all the production of goods consumed 
by various strata of the population in peace 
time.

Working efficiency experienced a striking 
decline. The better elements of the working 
population went to the fronts, others rushed to 
villages, and those remaining at factories and 
works were more engaged in searching for food 
than in performing their direct duties. To a 
considerable extent all kinds of illegal earnings 
increased.*

Instead of attending to their direct duties, 
workers in factories, during working hours, 
began to work for the illegal market (they' 
manufactured cigarette lighters, milk canisters, 
etc.). The number of work days lost increased : 
in 1913 they amounted to 12-6, in 1920 to 71*0.

Owing to the above causes a catastrophic fall 
in industrial production occurred during the 
Militar}’ Communism, which may be seen from 
the following figures for 1920 (for the territory 
of U.S.S.R.) :

Production 
in  1920.

% of pre- 
war.

Coal ................................... 7,641 27
Crude o il ............................ 3,830 42
Iron  ore .......................... 160 1-7
Pig  iron .......................... 115 2-7
Cotton piece goods 13-5 4-7
Linen „ „ 13-1 25-5
Sugar .............................. 78 5-3
Spirit .............................. 31 •1-7
P ap er .............................. 36 24-2

In anal3"sing these figures it is to be borne in 
mind that production was carried on almost 
exclusively at the expense of old stocks of raw 
materials and machinery’. Neither capital 
repaii's nor even preparatory work for future 
production was being carried out.

In oil production drilling was brought almost 
to a standstill and in the coal industrv all kinds 
of preparatory'' work stopped. As regards 
organisation,production was carried on in a verv 
unsatisfactory' manner. The staff of auxiliary 
workers and unproductive expenses increased :

Local consumption of coal in Donetz
basin— %  of to ta l output ......................

Jlin ers— %  of to ta l workers in coal
in d u stry ............................................................

Annual output per worker— %  of pre-war

1913. 1920.

49-5

21-0
100-0

14-0
25-0

*  According to  data collected by S. G. Strum ilin, illegal 
earnings in 1919-20 amounted to  no less than 20 p ercen t, of tho 
to ta l income of a  worker's family.
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Tims in 1920 the worker procliiced only a 
quarter of his pre-war output, and half of the 
whole coal output was consumed on the spot, 
whereas before the war only 8 per cent, met 
the local demand.

Transport both by water and rail was in decay. 
The country constantly lived under the threat 
of a complete stoppage of transport, and in fact 
the work of a number of railway lines was 
entirely suspended. Other railways reduced 
their operations considerably. For this were 
primarily responsible the military operations 
taking place over a considerable area, the 
damage caused to railroads by the civil war 
(blowing up of bridges, removal of rails, 
destruction of railway material, and so on), 
the deterioration of rolling stock and the 
lack of fuel. The deterioration in the working 
of railway transport can be seen from the 
following table :

1913 .« 1920-21

F r e ig h t  t r a f f i c  .................................. m n . t o n s 158-2 39-4
A v e r a g e  d a i ly  w a g g o n  r u n  . . . k m . 75 38
L o c o s ,  n e e d in g  r e p a i r  ................ %  o f  t o t a l 16-8 62-0
W a g o n s  n e e d in g  r e p a i r  .......... tf 5-5 27-3

• For th e  territo ry  of th e  w hole form er R u ssian  Em pire.

The revolution of October had brought 
about a profound change in agrarian relations. 
The landlords’ property rights were destroyed; 
a considerable part (with a few exceptions) 
of the land funds, livestock and implements 
formerly belonging to landlords passed into 
the hands of peasants. As an outcome of the 
revolution, in R.S.F.S.R. alone (according to 
data of 1927), from the non-labour land funds 
(former property of the landlords, emperor’s 
family, State and Church) 48 mn. hectares 
(excluding woods), i.e. 26 per cent, of the 
former total peasant holdings, were transferred 
to the peasantry. Forest lands taken into 
account, the peasants obtained 74 mn. hectares 
or 31 per cent, of the aggregate peasant holdings 
of the pre-war time. Landless peasants and small 
holders availed themselves of these properties. 
On the other hand, the large peasant house
holds were compelled in the process of the 
general land redistribution to share with small 
holders, and the holdings of the poorest groups 
of the peasants increased by about 30 mn. 
hectares. An outcome of this was the equalisa
tion of the land-holding, with a considerable 
reduction both of households with large areas 
sown and with no areas sown.

The following figures make the position clear. 
(These figures relate to one and the same terri
tory of twenty-two governments of the central 
part of U.S.S.R.)

irO U S R irO L D S  c l a s s i f i i c d  b y  a r e a s
H O M JIN G S ; %  O F  T O T A L ,

In (icssiatincA.

1917
1920

Nil. 0-2. 2- 1. 4-10. Over 10. ToUl.

10-6 30-4 30-1 25-2 3-7 100
4-7 47-9 31-6 15-3 0-5 100

Hence it is clear that l)y 1920 the percentage 
of liouseholds having up to 4 dessiatines (i.e. of 
a self-sufficing character) had markedly in
creased. In 1917 such households amounted to 
6o*5 per cent, of the total, and in 1920 to 80 
per cent. On the contrary, the number of large 
households fell in 1920 to 15-8 per cent, of the 
total as compared with 28-9 per cent, in 1917.

In the period of military communism, agri
culture, which had shown some decline even 
before the revolution, fell into a state of decay. 
This decay was mainly attributable to the 
influence of the Civil War, but it was also due 
to the revolutionary change from previous 
agrarian relations. It is evident that in 
transferring to the peasantry considerable land 
funds, the revolution established the bases for 
improvement of peasant land tenure in the 
future. But it is no less clear that the break 
of old agrarian relationships and the general 
redistribution of the land funds was bound, at 
first, to create an upheaval in rural economy 
and to reduce production, especially the mar
ketable surplus.

Along with this, the absolute decline of 
agricultural production is, to a considerable 
extent, accounted for by the fact that the 
peasant lost interest in the development of 
his household. As stated above, his produce 
was almost entirely at the disposal of the State. 
He could retain only what he required for his 
personal needs. The normal market existed 
no longer. It is true that the Government was 
particularly anxious to supply the villages with 
different kinds of industrial commodities for 
exchange purposes; but, as we have seen, these 
efforts were not crowned with success. The major 
part of the commodity stocks was delivered to 
the army and the urban population engaged in 
industry. According to the available estimates, 
the peasantry in 1920 received only 13 per cent, 
of what it received from urban industry in 1913. 
Secondly, in order to facilitate the extraction of 
agricultural products from the wealthy part of 
the rural population, the Soviet power, in pro
claiming its policy with regard to the village, 
relied on the poorer inhabitants. Availing 
itself of the motives of conflict existing in the 
villages between well-to-do and poor peasants, 
the Soviet power at the end of 1917 organised the 
latter into the special “ Committee of the Poor.”

The Government made strenuous efforts to
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help the poor villagers by creating for them 
advantages in distributing and utilising the 
land as well as by supplying them with indus
trial products. As these were scarce, they were 
obtained exclusively by the poor. In compen
sation for this the poor villagers assisted the 
Soviet authorities in accounting and requisition
ing the stocks of agricultural products possessed 
by the well-to-do peasants. Therefore the 
exchange of products organised by the State 
was in reality not the exchange of industrial 
products for agricultural “ It was an exchange 
of industrial commodities for services rendered 
by the poor peasants in the matter of requisition
ing agricultural products from the well-to-do 
peasants."' As the fixed supply scheme worked, 
those groups of peasants (the poor) received 
industrial commodities who delivered less agri
cultural products, or did not deliver any at all. 
According to the estimates of A. L. Wainstein, 
the Soviet Government extracted from the vil
lage in 1920-21 on the average no less than 
26 per cent, of the total net income of agricul
ture. For large households the percentage was 
probably considerably higher. Owing to such 
a state of affairs the peasant had no longer any 
interest in extending production beyond the 
satisfaction of the needs of his own household.

As a result the areas under crops in 1920 as 
percentages of 1916 were as follows ;— Rye 80,

of this the process of naturalisation of rural 
economy rapidly developed. As the total figure 
covering the whole of the Union is rather mis
leading, we give the most characteristic data 
for separate districts :

A R E A  U N D E R  CRO PS 

(000 dessiatines.)

1916. 1920.® 1920, 1 
% of 1916.1

Under wheat in Ukraine ........ 5,717 4,328 76 1
,, barley in S. E a s t ........ 2.380 1,320 55 1
„ flax in three regions .. . 740 268 36 1
,, hemp in central agricul 1

tu ral re g io n .................. 236 175 74 1

• The figures of 1920 are taken from  th e  d ata  of the Central 
S ta tis tica l Adm inistration (collection of statistica l information 
fo r 1918-23) and are not corrected for under-estimation.

wheat 76, barley 67, flax 52, cotton 19, beet 29. 
Total 76.

Along with the general reduction of the area 
under crops there was a great reduction in the 
quantities grown specially for the market 
(flax, cotton, beet). Crops of rye and other 
cereals consumed mainly by the rural popula
tion experienced the least diminution.

The peasant began to produce more and more 
for his own immediate consumption. In virtue

The three-year period of civil war, the policy 
of Military Communism and the process of 
agrarian revolution with its immediate effects 
had brought about a general reduction and 
falling off in the productive powers of the coun
try ; and if in respect to industr}’̂ it was hoped 
that by means of persuasion and coercion labour 
discipline would be upheld and decaying indus
try restored, with regard to rural economy it 
became evident to everyone that only by means 
of rousing the interest of the peasant in pro
duction and marketing would it be possible to 
stop the ominous process of naturahsation and 
the decline of productive powers. Therefore it 
is not to be ascribed solely to chance that the 
new economic polic}  ̂ began by revoking the 
grain monopoly and substituting fixed con
tributions in kind for compulsory le\des.^

* “ The resolution to  en ter upon the course of new economic 
policy was adopted with great unanim ity, with even greater 
unanim ity than  other questions were decided,” stated  Lenin in 
his report to  the P a rty  Congress.

PERIOD OF THE NEW ECONOMIC POLICY.

( d i r e c t i n g  p r i n c i p l e s  A N D  ID E A S .)

The New Economic Policy (N.E.P.) was 
adopted in the spring of 1921. It began with 
the repeal of the grain monopol}c Instead of 
surrendering to the State the entire surplus of 
grain and other agricultural products, the 
peasant, on paying a fixed contribution in kind 
(grain, flax, butter, eggs, etc.), was allowed to 
dispose of the remainder freely. Thus free 
trade in agricultural products was established. 
At first the right to sell agricultural products 
was permitted only within the boundaries of 
the local pgricultural market, but in the course 
of time this restriction gradually dwindled to

vanishing point. At the same time private 
small-scale industry was granted the right to 
dispose of its productions freely and sell on the 
market. Private trade began again in primi
tive form on cart or tray or in small shops; 
afterwards its sphere and volume gradually 
increased. In the domain of industry the 
Government renounced the management of the 
whole of industry and let on lease to private 
entrepreneurs (on rather advantageous terms) 
the small-scale undertakings which it was not 
able to utilise with its own resources, A decree 
was passed with the object of attracting foreign
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capital means of concessions, i'he large- 
scale and a considerable proportion of the 
middle-scale industries remained as before in 
the hands of the State. At first it was intended 
to keep to the former system of financing out 
of the State budget and distributing the output 
according to a fixed plan. But soon after (as 
early as 1922) a number of State enterprises 
previously working under the budget order of 
supply and finance were transferred to a busi
ness footing and had the right to sell their 
products on the market. Thus almost all pro
duction entered into the trade turnover. Only 
the basic means of production could not be 
freely alienated. The land, factories and trans
port remained in the hands of the State.

The restoration of market relations was the 
fundamental feature of the new policy. The 
necessity for these measures appeared as a result 
of the acknowledged fact that “ Military Com
munism weakened the business stimulus, thus 
hampering the growth of productive powers 
(M. Krumin),

But the policy was also called into being 
under pressure of the necessity to co-operate 
with the peasants. “ The New Economic 
Policy represents a conciliation not with the 
bourgeoisie but with the peasantry " (1\I.
Kameneff).

The natural-economic structure of Military 
Communism rapidly gave way to the exchange 
economy, where the market, to a certain extent, 
directed and regulated production and deter
mined the character of the distribution and
expenditure of the national income. Consump
tion goods were no longer distributed accord
ing to food-cards or class-principle; the pur
chasing power of consumers was now the 
deciding factor.

Payment was introduced for communal and 
transport services. The equalising principle in 
distribution was kept only in housing regula
tions (in towns) ; each occupant was allowed to 
have a fixed area of floor space; the surplus 
was compulsorily handed over to the communal 
organisations for the purpose of satisfying 
housing needs.

The process of denaturalisation also took 
place in wages. In 1920 money wages (legal) 
accounted for 8 per cent, of the total, the rest 
consisting of goods given in kind. By 1922 
money wages accounted for 50 per cent, of the 
total earnings of a worker. Later on wages were 
paid exclusively in money. In addition, the 
Government gave up the equalitarian prin
ciple in the payment of the services of State 
employees and workers. A special high rate of 
wages was introduced for specially responsible 
employees, and rather considerable differences

m remuneration 
allowed.

Tlic ratio of earnings of skilled (category 12) 
to unskilled labour was in 1917 2*32, in 1920 
1-04, in 1922, 2-44.

At the same time piece-work wages and the 
granting of premiums to the managers of State 
undertakings were allowed : t.e. an element of 
personal interest in labour was introduced. As 
a very large number of State enterprises, though 
remaining nationalised, had to work on a busi
ness basis, the private-business principle of 
profitability became a most fundamental 
criterion of efficient management.

While introducing personal interest as one of 
the bases of the new policy, the Soviet power 
confined it, however, within certain limits. It 
invited the peasant to extend his agricultural 
production for the sake of liis personal profit 
and to perfect the organisation of his house
hold, but at the same time introduced the 
principle of progressive agricultural taxation. 
While acknowledging the necessity of raising 
the wages of those who perform the most 
responsible work, it introduced at the same time 
progressive taxes on these earnings, starting 
from a certain minimum. Moreover, not only 
did the income tax rise rapidly, but housing 
and some other State services {e.g. education) 
were paid for according to the principle of pro
gressive rates.

Besides the substitution of market relations 
for those of natural economy and the strengthen
ing of the importance of individual reckoning in 
business organisation, N.E.P. was character
ised by a changed governmental attitude to
wards private capital. In one or the other form 
its penetration into many spheres of economic 
life became possible.

In view of the fact that the N.E.P. brought 
about the unravelling of market relations as 
well as, to a certain extent, a restoration of 
personal interest in business, and strengthened 
the role of private capital, many people l)elieve 
that its very essence consisted in the restoration 
of the regime of private capitalism and in a 
certain capitulation to it. However, such a 
conception is essentially wrong. It is true that 
it brought about the revival of the market and 
at first strengthened the role of private capital. 
But it is wrong to consider tliis as an essential 
feature of N.E.P. The existing economic 
regime is more complicated. It is character
ised by a combination of two basic spheres of 
economy— the system of socialist economy and 
that of private economy. The sphere of private 
economy embraces the whole domain of peasant 
economy, i.e. nearly the whole of the rural 
economy of the countr}'. In addition it hi
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eludes small-scale home industries (kustar), as 
well as private trade and private credit relations.

But the State conserves under its direction 
the whole held of large-scale industry, railway, 
steamship transport, and almost the whole 
sphere of credit and banking. The State and 
co-operative organisations hold in their hands 
almost the entire wholesale and a considerable 
proportion of retail trade. These spheres, 
being under direct regulation both of the State 
and co-operation, represent the domain of 
socialist economv.

In correspondence with the above basic 
spheres of economy we observe the struggle of 
two principles in our business organisation ; 
the principle of “ free competition ” and that of 
planned organisation. While the sphere of 
private economy is hrst of all subjected to the 
regulating action of the market with its freely 
competing forces, the sphere of state-socialist 
economy is primarily subjected to the planning 
direction of the State. Owing to the fact that 
both these principles manifest themselves in 
our economy in sharpl}" pronounced forms, 
neither of them separately attains to a pure 
form.

But in so far as the State directly controls a 
considerable part of economic life, and conse
quently has the power of influencing the sphere 
of private economy and the market, the principle 
of free competition is essentially transformed 
under this reaction. While private economy 
begets tendencies of a capitalist tt̂ pe in our econo
mic development, the state-socialist economy is 
directed by the Government along the line of 
developing socialist principles in its organisa
tion. Just for this reason the two spheres and 
two principles of our economy are in a state of 
struggle and competition with each other. The 
essence of N.E.P. consists not in the capitula
tion to capitalism, but in the attempt to over
come this elementary principle in our economy, 
and ta limit the sphere of private economy 
and to adapt it to social needs. To this end 
the State has chosen not the means of direct 
compulsion (utilised during Military Commu
nism), but those tending to perfect and develop 
the sphere of state-socialist economy on the 
basis of the plan principle.

In what spheres and forms does this planning 
principle predominantly manifest itself ?

As the whole of large-scale industry belongs 
to the State, the plan principle is particularly 
far-reaching here. The size and direction of 
industrial enterprise, capital reconstruction 
development, the number of workers engaged 
in production, wages, etc. are determined by the 
State in conformity with the general aim of 
its policy.

Another sphere where free competition is 
entirely prohibited and where the plan principle 
has been very intensively developed, is that 
of foreign trade, which in U.S.S.R. represents a 
State monopoly and has a peculiar structure. 
“ The legal as well as physical persons living 
within the boundaries of U.S.S.R. have a right 
to participate in the turnover of foreign trade 
only through the State administrative body 
(People's Commissariat of Foreign Trade)," 
reads paragraph 17 of the Civil Code. Exemp
tions from the State monopoly of foreign trade 
may be legally obtained only by permission 
(licence) to carry out single transactions with 
countries abroad. The general volume both of 
import and export is limited to definite con
tingents, established according to a fixed 
import-export plan.

The next important sphere where the plan 
principle manifests itself is that of internal 
trade turnover. In the first years of the new 
policy internal trade was granted a rather wade 
liberty, and only within the last three years 
has the State more and more dominated this 
branch of national economy and subjected it to 
its directing and planning regulations. This is 
attained firstly by credit polic}'-, and secondly 
by the direct drawing up of plans and the 
regulating of collections of staple agricultural 
products. These plans and regulating measures 
are carried out by State and co-operative organ
isations (playing an important part in the turn
over), partly by fixing boundaries to their 
respective functions and regions of activity, 
partly by means of plans for the supply and 
marketing of manufactured goods by the State 
and commercial-industrial organisations, and 
finally by means of the reaction on market 
prices. The endeavour to rationalise price 
movements began in the autumn of 1923. At 
that time a sharp rise of industrial commodity 
prices arid a relative depreciation of agricul
tural products entailed a fall in the purchasing 
pow'er of the rural population, called forth a 
crisis in the marketing of industrial production, 
and threatened to sever towm from village.

Therefore, since autumn 1923 the first and 
fundamental task of the measures tending to 
price regulation has been the adjustment 
between industrial and agricultural prices.

With the carrying out of money reform {1924) 
a still harder and more responsible task was 
imposed on the price polic}̂ — to loŵ er the general 
price level and adjust home prices to those of 
the w'oild market.

This difficult and complicated task in the 
domain of price policy was achieved primarily 
by means of fixing the selling prices of State 
industry as well as the prices of w’holesale and
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even of retail trade. However, the regulation 
of retail prices was carried out only in State and 
co-operative, but not in private, undertakings. 
Nevertheless the fact of selling commodities 
at fixed prices by State and co-operative under
takings often exerts a determining influence on 
retail prices. As a result of this we have a 
process of price formation essentially differing 
from that existing under the regime of free 
competition.

The further sphere where the plan principle 
manifests itself is that of credit and banking 
brought to life again, as will be shown below, 
under the rule of N.E.P.

As this sphere in its predominant part is in 
the hands of the State, it appears natural that 
the planning regulation of trade turnover and 
industry requires from the State the carrying 
out of the plan principle here as well. There
fore in its basic features the utilisation of credit
by business branches as well as the conditions 
of credit granting are likewise determined by 
the plans of the State.

This makes it clear that the plan principle is, 
in a considerable degree, far-reaching in those 
business spheres which are subjected to the 
regulating activity of the State. But the state 
of affairs is much more complicated in the 
domain of private economy, and particularly 
in the numerous and widely dispersed peasant 
and home-handicraft (kustari) households. Cer
tainly b}̂  directing industry, transport, credit 
and banking, the State can exert a far-reaching 
regulating influence on private economy as 
well. In order to achieve large results in 
this domain, in the sense of overcoming the 
free play of elementary market forces, the State 
endeavours with all its power to unite the dis
persed peasant households into Co-operative 
Societies and Unions for the purpose of pro
ducing and marketing various kinds of goods 
as well as in the matter of granting credit 
facilities to them.

The organisation of the dispersed peasants’ 
farms into co-operatives certainly creates larger 
possibilities and facilities for the co-ordination 
of the interests of agriculture with those of the 
whole national economy.

For this reason U. I. Lenin asserted that, 
generally speaking, “ to attract in a consider
able degree under the regime of N.E.P. the wide 
masses of Russian population into co-operation, 
is all we need. . . . One must politically place 
co-operation in such conditions,” he continues, 

that not only should co-operation, in general 
and always, have certain privileges, but that 
these privileges should be of a financial charac
ter. The support of our socialistic state to the 
new principle of organising the population

4 <
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should consist in granting to co-operation a 
number of privileges of an economic, financial 
and credit character.”

By endeavouring to develop the national 
economy according to plan principle, and also 
to subject to planning regulation (especially 
through co-operatives) the sphere of the scat
tered peasant households, the State checked in 
this way the growth of private capitalist ten
dencies in the economic life of the country. 
But in addition, with the same object, it carried 
out a special system of measures by which it 
regulated private-capitalist accumulations and 
strengthened accumulation in the sphere of 
national economy controlled by the State. As a 
basic means for the achievement of these ends
appeared the budget.

In reality, one of the fundamental tasks in 
U.S.S.R., viz. that of the taxation system, con
sisted in the control of private accumulation 
(Resolution on Financial Problems of the 
Eleventh Party Congress). ” By means of 
taxes,” we read in an article by one of the 
leaders of our taxation system, ” the Soviet 
power has an opportunity of placing the bour
geoisie in a position in which they will not be 
able either to grow or to expand and gain in 
strength beyond fixed limits ” (Levin). The 
taxation system established higher rates for the 
representatives of private capital; in addition a 
higher income tax was imposed upon them, and 
they paid a higher price for State and com
munal services.

In the towns there has existed since 1924 a 
very heavy housing tax imposed only on the 
representatives of private capital. Likewise 
the agricultural tax has for its purpose the 
extraction of considerable accumulations from 
the more wealthy part of the peasantry. If in 
planning the revenue side of the budget (in 
particular the taxation system) the State en
deavoured to regulate private accumulation, 
in arranging the expenditure side of the budget 
the State had for its main object the subsidising 
and financing to a maximum degree of the 
socialist section of economy, and primarily 
of industry.

Thus under the new policy the State en
deavoured not only to construct the sphere of 
state-socialist economy on the plan principle, 
but also to subject the sphere of private economy 
to its planning activity.

As is well known, complete freedom of com
petition does not exist even in capitalist coun
tries. The interference of the State in customs 
policy, labour legislation, wage regulations, 
etc., the efforts of producers to unite them
selves and to form monopoly organisations, a 
certain element of planning activity, are the
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characteristic features of the business system 
of capitalist countries to be observed within 
recent years.

It is evident that in U.S.S.R. these principles, 
even under the rule of N.E.P. and alongside 
the existence of the market, have the oppor
tunity for an incomparably greater develop
ment. At the same time the planning activity 
of the State in U.S.S.K. aims at directing 
economic development in such a way as to bring 
into effect the general planning principles and 
tasks of Soviet policy (t.e. of reconstruction 
of economy on a socialist basis). Therefore one 
is justified in saying that the programme of 
N.E.P. is the substitution in the sphere of

economy of new principles for those inherent in 
a society with free play of competitive forces.

Externally these efforts manifest themselves 
in the established practice which consists in 
drawing up prospective yearly plans, which are 
then co-ordinated in the State Planning Com
mission (Gosplan) and confirmed by the Council 
of Labour and Defence. Thus, one of the most 
peculiar features of the period of N.E.P. is the 
struggle for economic development on the basis 
of market relations, and at the same time on the 
basis of planned regulation in a socialistic sense.

We may now examine the actual develop
ment of the principal business spheres of U.S.S.R. 
within the period of the new economic policv.

•THE RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF SEPARATE BRANCHES OF
U.S.S.R. IN THE PERIOD OF THE NEW ECONOMIC POLICY.

I .  Sfa^e Finances,—An extensive trade turn
over and production of goods need a more or 
less settled currency system; while w'e had 
entered upon the new economic policy with a 
completely ruined currency. Not only did 
money lose its value ominously, but in numer
ous cases it actually dropped out of circulation. 
The village, as has been already said, often 
refused to take money in exchange for its 
products and insisted on pa3anent in kind. 
Therefore one of the first measures aiming at 
renewal of money exchange was the regulation 
of the note circulation. But the possibilities of 
effecting it in the first years of N.E.P. appeared 
to be very slight, chiefly owing to heavy 
financial difficulties. State finances were com
pletely disorganised. Under conditions of 
acute inflation and depreciation of money a 
fixed budget as well as a settled system of 
collecting and spending resources did not and 
could not exist. WTiat was received by the 
revenue was immediately spent and a large 
stream of newly-issued money flooded into 
circulation. There were almost no money 
taxes. According to some not very exact 
calculations, the receipts from taxes were in 
1918, 153 mn. gold rbs.; in 1919, io -2 m n.; 
in 1920, 0-2 mn. The State existed in the }^ears 
of Militar}^ Communism almost entirely upon 
stocks nationalised during the revolution, 
receipts in kind and by note issue. Certainly, 
under such conditions, a suspension of currenc}  ̂
issue was not to be thought of, and all efforts 
were directed at first towards the purification 
of State finances. The revenue had to be in
creased, and the expenditure reduced to a 
normal level. In this respect extensive and 
useful work was accomplished. Slowly, but

nevertheless steadily, the country escaped 
from this state of financial chaos.

STA TE BU D GET OF U .S.S.R .
(Mn. roubles.)

1922-3. 1923-4. 1924r-5. 1923-6. 1926-7.1

(a) Total Expenditure 1,464 2,267 2,918 3,932 5,067 1
(6) Revenue (ordinary).. 926 1,693 2,657 3,730 4,823 1

Excess (a) over (6)....... 538 574 262 202 244 1

E x t r a o r d i n a r y  re •
sources:
Loans ................... •«• 82 184 130 146 308 1
Issue of silver and

copper coinage....... _ 74 80 15 1
Issue of notes ............
Realisation of State

394
1

126 ■  - I

Funds and Miscel* 
laneous.................... 58 190 62 30 24 1

Balance of revenue from
preceding y ear............ 27 13 1

We see that the deficit rapidly decreased, 
and was fully compensated b}̂  revenues from 
credit operations. By 1924-5 it was possible 
to abandon the issue of currency for budgetar}^ 
purposes, not because of the diminution of ex
penditure, but thanks to the rapid growth of 
State revenue. To achieve such growth a com
plicated system of various impositions was 
worked out, which included both direct and 
indirect taxes. Among direct taxes the most 
prominent place was at first taken by the 
Single Tax on Agriculture levied on the rural 
population, which yielded in 1924-5 over a 
quarter of the total receipts. Later on, as a 
result of the rapid growth of other taxes and 
the reduction of its assessment, the importance 
of the agricultural tax fell, and in 1925-6 it 
was but 14 per cent, of total tax receipts.
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3 ,932 5 ,067
3,730 4 ,823

202 244

146 308

15 —

30 24

27 13

The income tax, in spite of its highly progres
sive assessment, contributes a still smaller share 
to the total of state taxes. Receipts from 
income tax made up a small portion (about 
8'5 per cent.) of total receipts from taxes in 
1925- 6, and in the following year only 7-8 per 
cent.

The ineffectiveness of the income tax and the 
desire to alleviate in some respects the burden 
of direct taxation led to a considerable 
development of indirect taxation, which began 
to play a more and more important part. The 
movement was as follows (1922-3 =  100).

1922-3. 1923-4. 1924-5. 1925-C. 1926-7.

D irect taxes ................. 100 146 212 228 324
Indirect tax e s ............. 100 181 358 583 820
D u tie s ............................... 100 305 513 655 741

As % of total taxes and duties :

1922-3. 1923-4. 1924-5. 1925-6. 192G-7.

Direct tax e s ................. 59 52 46 36 37
Indirect ta x e s ................. 36 39 45 56 56
D uties ........................... 5 9 9 8-5 7

Among indirect taxes special importance is 
attached to the tax on spirits, which formed in 
1926-7 237 per cent, of the whole amount of 
taxation.

.
1922-3. 1923-4. 1924^5. 1925-0. 1926-7.

Excise and licenses on 
beverage sa le s (mn. 
ro u b les).......................... 17 65 178 364 588

% of to ta l tax e s and duties 3-8 7*9 13-3 20-5 23-7

Along with the regularising of expenditure 
and receipts from taxes, important progress was 
made in the denaturaUsation of the State 
budget. At first, upon the introduction of 
N.E.P., the foundation of our budget—the 
agricultural tax—was collected in kind. This 
task was fraught with inconveniences from the 
fiscal point of view (according to some calcula
tions the expenses involved in collecting 
reached 40 per cent, of the gross receipts), and 
at the same time deprived our paper money of 
an important support as a medium of tax 
payments. Therefore the denaturalisation of 
State economy was of great importance for our 
national economy and was effected with rapidity 
and great determination.
 ̂ As regards the composition of State revenue, 
in 1922 55 per cent, of the total was in kind, 
9*4 per cent, in 1922- 3, 0*9 per cent, in 1923- 4,

and none in 1924- 5. A determining factor in 
this connection was the suspension (since 
January i, 1924) of acceptance of products in 
payment of the agricultural tax.

2. Money Circulation.—The growth of State 
revenue by causing a withdrawal of money from 
circulation did undoubtedly exercise a favour
able influence upon the value of the currency : 
it increased the demand for money and 
diminished the need of issue. However, in 
spite of these favourable factors the first years 
of N.E.P. were characterised by growing mal
adjustment in the note circulation, and there 
was a catastrophical depreciation of money due 
to incessant note issues. In the course of the 
first three years of N.E.P. the total reached huge 
dimensions. In 1921 the quantity of money 
at its face-value increased by fourteen times, 
the next year by 117 times, and in 1923 by 455 
times. These issues were resorted to by the 
Government to cover the deficits of the State 
budget, to finance industry and to create by 
means of budgetary assignments the circulat
ing capital for State industry and trade. In 
1923- 4, when the deficit of the State budget 
was drastically cut down, the emission (since 
December 1922) of bank-notes contributed, as 
will be shown below, to the further depreciation 
of Soviet paper money.

It goes without saying that, in view of this 
paper money flood, stabilisation of the existing 
currency was out of the question. The omin
ous depreciation of money destroyed all con
fidence put in it. The public came to believe 
that State paper currency (sovznak) was bound 
to depreciate, and towards the end of 1923 
many persons began to speak about the im
pending agony of the sovznak. In such cir
cumstances the regularisation of the State 
budget did not suffice for restoring sound 
money circulation. In order to achieve this 
task it was necessary to create a new currency 
which should dispel the atmosphere of distrust 
surrounding the monetary unit. This task 
fell to banknotes (chervonetz) issued by the 
State Bank, which at first existed side by side 
with the old currency (sovznak).

The State Bank was authorised to issue bank
notes in the autumn of 1922. “ Bank-notes 
are issued to the nominal value of i , 2, 3, 5 , 
10, 25 and 50 chervonetz (one chervonetz =  i  
zolotnik and 78-24 dolias of pure gold, i.e, is 
equal to 10 rbs. of the former gold coin)," reads 
the 2nd article of the decree of n th  October, 
1922, granting to the State Bank the right of 
emission. We see that the very te.xt of the 
law—" bank-notes are issued of the value of so 
many chervonetz " —indicates that the notes 
issued were considered as something different
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from the sovznak, i.e. from the monetary unit 
existing at that time, and that a connection 
between the newly-issued bank-notes and gold 
coin was proclaimed. In order to strengthen 
this connection, the law enforced acceptance of 
bank-notes at their nominal value in all cases 
where payment in gold was required, and 
demanded 25 per cent, cover in gold and stable 
foreign currencies for the notes issued, without, 
however, imposing on the State Bank the obliga
tion freely to exchange them into gold.

The bank-notes were at first issued at a fixed 
rate of exchange expressed in sovznaks, i.e. had 
a fixed value in terms of the monetary unit 
then existing. However, in order to prevent 
the new money from sharing the fate of the 
falling sovznak, the original rate was not fixed 
permanently and served only to give bank
notes a definite purchasing power when they 
were adjoined to the old money.

Later on the rate of exchange of bank-notes 
in sovznaks continually rose, as the purchasing 
power of the sovznak fell. The increase of the 
rate was at the beginning announced by the 
State Bank itself, which exchanged the bank
notes presented to it at the rate of the day. 
However, bank-notes began gradually to pene
trate into the sphere of large-scale trade turn
over. In connection with this the State Bank 
began gradually to convert its credits into 
chervonetz. Wholesale transactions more and 
more passed over to calculation on a chervonetz 
basis. Finally, a number of State payments 
were effected only in bank-notes. All this 
created an increased demand for chervonetz, the 
value of which kept at a stable level, thanks to 
the constant demand for it and in connection 
with its quotations on exchanges.

By and by the bank-notes began to penetrate 
into the wide masses of population. The latter, 
thanks to the stable purchasing power of the 
chervonetz, took an interest in it as a means 
for securing themselves from losses experienced 
owing to the depreciation of the old paper 
money. On account of this the chervonetz 
enjoyed a constant demand among the wide 
masses of population, which contributed to the 
rise of its rate of exchange. Owing to the fact 
that the State Bank exchanged chervonetz at 
the rate of the day, but did not sell it at the 
same rate, the official rate served as a lower limit 
of chervonetz price in sovznaks, the upper limit 
of its price not existing in actuality; therefore 
its price on the free market was somewhat 
higher than the official one. Thus the growing 
demand for chervonetz may be considered as 
the basic factor of the rise in its exchange value.

Certainly the rise of the bank-note exchange 
rate could exist onlv on condition of a moderate

supply. Therefore the State Bank carried out 
a very cautious policy in bank-note emission. 
The State Bank very ingeniously manipulated 
the demand for and offering of chervonetz, 
taking all measures to make it penetrate into 
circulation, and at the same time paying great 
attention to the maintenance of its purchasing 
power as well as of its rate. Moreover, when the 
situation required it, the State Bank resorted 
to measures of direct intervention.

By the beginning of 1924, calculation in 
chervonetz had penetrated into all spheres of 
circulation, and the chervonetz in actuality 
became a basic legal tender, the sovznak re
maining as simple exchange money.

Availing itself of this situation, the Govern
ment achieved in March 1924 the reform 
of the circulation : it suspended the sovznak 
issue and began to issue in its place new stable 
Treasury notes of small denominations and silver 
exchange coin. From the standpoint of law 
currency notes were accounted the basic legal 
tender of the country and the chervonetz was 
not formally acknowledged as legal tender. 
But in reality, since the State Bank exchanges 
chervonetz without limit for their nominal 
value in currency notes and vice versa, both 
kinds of money are equivalent. The chervonetz 
as well as the currency notes are accepted for 
all transactions and for all kinds of obligations, 
and since the greater part of the turnover is 
served by the chervonetz it is actually the 
basic monetary unit of the country. At 
the same time the issue of new stable money 
continued after the currency reform, but at a 
much more moderate rate. It was no Jonger 
employed for covering the budgetary deficit. 
The emission of new money was carried out by 
means of bank credit and was bound to serve 
the purpose of growing trade turnover.

The following figures make clear the results 
obtained in the struggle for currency regulation.

1924.
1925.
1926.
1927.

.\p ril 1st 
Oct. 
.\p ril 
Oct. 
.A.pril 
Oct. 
A pril 
Oct.

Price ladices. Hate of exchanse.
Retail. S 1 ^

100 100 1-91 810
91 99-5 1-95 8-65

108 105 1-94 9-30
96 104 1-95 9-41

108 i 116 1-95 9-46
99 ' 111 l-94i 9-44
98 115 1-944 :1 9-44
94 117 :i 11 9-44

We see that the value of money became more 
or less stable in our country and that the rates 
of foreign currencies only sUghtl}  ̂ fluctuated
within this period.

3. Credit and Banking.—h  necessary condi
tion of the development of money exchange on
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the principles of N.E.P. besides the regulation 
of the circulation, was the re-establishment of a 
number of institutions which had lost all 
si -̂nificance under Military Communism.

*̂ The re-establishment of the credit and bank
ing system was of especially great importance.

Towards the autumn of 1921 the State Bank 
was established, and following upon this a 
number of other banks were brought into 
being. Afterwards a net of credit institutions 
developed throughout the country.

NUM BER OF J3ANKS.
(1st Octobor.)

and four principal joint-stock hanks. To 
facilitate operations of private undertakings, 
associations of mutual credit were established 
which similarly show a marked rate of develop
ment.

M U TU A L C J tE m T  A SSO C IA T IO N S.
(O ctober I hI)

0

Affiliated brandies of
State Bank ................

Affiliated branches of 
Joint-stock, Co-opera
tive and communal
b an k s .............................

Agric. credit societies ... 
Savings B a n k s ................

With no less rapidity did the operations of 
these newly-created credit institutions develop.

(Y early averages in m n. rbs.)

1923. 1921.
.

1925. 1920. 1927.

257 385 447 486 417

127 268 345 365 208
6,774 8,566 9.114 8,448

357 4,544 7,362 11,982 14,418

»

1923. 1921.
•

1925. 1920. 1927.

No. of A ssociations 
Assets and  liab ili

55 97 176 285 285

ties (inn. rbs.) ... 
D eposits a n d  cu r

re n t accoun t

7-1 14-8 67-6 77-3 59-9

(m n. rb s .) ............
D iscounts and

2-2 5-4 18-4 29-1 22-3

loans..................... 4-9 9-3 31-1 50-2 32*1

I

, 1922-3. 1923-1. 1921-5. 1925-6. 1920-7.

Bank-notes tran s
ferred to  cash 
office ................ 66 347 614 761 900

Deposits and cu r
rent accovmts 

(total) ....................

%

74 258 519

1

1,053 1.313
Foreign exchange 

and bullion 
ho ld ings............ 70 261 326 290 319

Discounts and 
loans ................ 99 397 797 1,464 1,839

Clearings................ 13 47 205 382 403

0

The same intense development both of debit 
and credit operations was observed in other 
State and co-operative institutions.

The peculiarity of our present-day credit 
system consists in the fact that it aims at being 
especially serviceable to the State and co
operative undertakings; as for private capital, 
it only participates to a slight degree.

d is c o u n t  a n d  l o a n  o p e r a t i o n s  i n  s t a t e  a n d
FOUR* MOSCOW j o i n t -s t o c k  BANKS : % OF TOTAL.

(October 1st)

State enterprises ...
Co-operation .......
Private............. .

1923. 1921. 1925. 1926. 1927.

55-6 66-1 67-1 72-8 77-0
23-8 22-2 16-9 15-1 13*0
10-9 2-2 2-3 1-3 0*3

All a n a  in a a s tn a l  B ank . B an k  for Foreign  T rade ,
AU-Union Co-operative B ank , Moscow M unicipal B ank .

Private enterprises thus take quite an insig
nificant part in the active operations of the State

Thus we have something like two independent 
money markets: one of them, very insignificant, 
meets the needs of private capital, and the 
other, incomparably more powerful, attends 
to the wants of the State and co-operative 
industry and trade.

It is to be noted that rates for credit on the 
two markets differed from each other to a con
siderable extent. On the free private market, 
owing to the restricted supply of capital and the 
high return in the utilisation of private capital, 
the rate of interest amounted to 40-50 per cent. 
On the contrary, the State Bank and other 
banks belonging to the State took for their 
active operations 8 and 10-12 per cent, per 
annum respectively.

Such disproportion between discount rates 
and the ratio of the demand for capital to the 
supply was due to the fact that the State and 
co-operative organisations were very short of 
capital. A high rate of interest would have 
entailed a rise of prices : this in its turn would 
have adversely affected the stability of our 
monetary unit and the real wages of workers 
and employees. Moreover, this rise of prices 
would have weakened the position of State and 
co-operative trade and industry in their compe
tition with private undertakers. But the low 
rate of interest of credits to State and co
operative enterprises created a constant and 
sometimes considerable excess of demand for 
capital over the supply which made necessary 
the distribution of credit according to a fixed 
plan.

The evil effect of such pressure compelled the 
central credit institution more than once to 
reverse its policy from expansion of credit 
to a certain amount of restriction. Such alterna
tions, entailing far-reaching influence, create a 
peculiar rhythm in our business d}’namics and 
are one of the most important factors in the 
current economic conditions in U.S.S.R.
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4. Agriculture.— The transition to the new
policy was accompanied by a rapid restoration 
of productive powers, which were at so low an 
ebb during the first years of the revolution. 
“ It is absolutely incontestable and evident 
to everyone," says U. I. Lenin (October 17, 
1921), “ that in spite of such a tremendous 
calamity as famine, the improvement in the 
economic condition of the population (leaving 
this calamity out of consideration) which has 
set in corresponds with the change in our 
economic policy."

The process of restoration was specially 
noticeable in agriculture. True, recovery was 
hampered by the exceedingly bad harvest in 
vast regions in the middle and lower Volga and 
Ukraine in the year of transition to N.E.P. (1921).

The average pre-war crop yield per head was 
35 poods, whereas in 1921 it was 17*5 poods per 
head of the rural population alone, and in the 
famine-stricken districts only 7*0 poods and 
even less.

Russia in pre-war times often suffered from 
bad harvests; but the famine of 1921 in 
intensity and extent may be compared only 
with that of 1891. The causes of the disaster of 
1921 are to be primarily sought in the unfavour
able conjunction of meteorological factors. 
But their effects as well as the extent of the 
calamity were considerably increased by bad 
tillage, the exhaustion of the soil and the general 
decay of agriculture entailed by world and civil 
war (see above, Section II).

If we take into account that during the pre
ceding years the greatest part of food stores 
had been taken from the villages, it will be 
easily realised how great was the calamity 
which befell our country in the shape of the 
bad harvest. The extent of the famine and 
the sufferings of the starving population were 
beyond description.

The rate of mortality reached its extreme 
limits. According to the estimates of the 
Central Statistical Administration the country 
lost 5,053,000 persons, or 5 per cent, of the 
whole population. In the famine-stricken 
districts the decrease of population was much 
more considerable, in the South-East and 
Kirghiz Steppes reaching 15 and 28 per cent, 
respectively.

The following figures give an idea of the effect 
of the famine on agriculture :

Instead of the natural increase which might 
have been expected in 1922 under the influence 
of N.E.P., owing to lack of seeds and labour 
from one-fifth to one-sixth of the area sown in 
the preceding year remained bare in 1922. In 
the famine-stricken districts the area unsown 
was still greater. Thus, in Ukrainia, in the dis
tricts suffering most from bad harvests, the 
area unsown was 45 per cent., and in 
R.S.F.S.R. 33 per cent, of the total area under 
cultivation in 1921.

The decay of agriculture attained its maxi
mum in 1922. From that time began its 
general recovery which continued during the 
following years. In 1923 the total area under 
crops fell very little short of that of 1913, and 
peasants’ farms w'ere nearly as well provided 
with horses and cattle as in pre-war times.

A REA S U N D E R  VARIOUS CROPS
(M illion hectares.)

1913. 192-L 1925. 1926. 1927.

Cereals ............................. 105 85 89 95 97
Potatoes ........................ 3-9 4'7 5-1 5-3 5*5
F lax  .................................. 1-9 1-4 1-7 1*7 1-8
Cotton ............................ 0-7 0*5 0-6 0-7 0-8
Beet ................................. 0-6 0*4 0'5 0-5 0-7

LIVE-STOCK. 
(Million head.)

1913. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927.

Horses ............................ 35 25 27 29 31 1
Cattle ............................ 60 58 61 64 68
Sheep and goats ........... 121 97 111 121 134

1

Pigs ................................. 20 19 19 18 -2 0

AREA  U N D E R  CROPS. 
(Mn. dessiatines.)

Soviet Republic 
U kraine ..........

1921. 1922. Decrease,
%•

43-9 37-0 - 1 6
17-8 14-3 - 2 0

Various causes were responsible for such a 
rapid recovery of agriculture. Undoubtedh^ 
the psychological recovery which took place 
under the influence of the war and revolution has 
been of great moment. The peasant is now less 
conserv’ative, less attached to old customs. 
He is better educated and more receptive to
wards culture and every kind of innovation. 
A spirit of enterprise and of personal initiative 
has been awakened in him, and this could not 
but be reflected in our rural economy. But, 
besides this, it must be remembered that the 
development of agriculture during the last three 
years has been progressing under economic con
ditions favourable to the latter and under the 
unremitting care of the Government. Endea
vouring to strengthen the ties uniting town and 
\dllage, the Government has not spared expense 
in support of agriculture. Rightly believing 
that a necessary condition of the development 
of productive powers was the denaturalisation 
of rural economy, it tcok every measure to
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develop the rural market. In place of the 
apparatus of private trade destroyed during the 
Military Communism period, a network of State 
and co-operative organisations to collect agricul
tural products was speedily created.

Agriculture began to attract special atten
tion in the autumn of 1923, when marked dis
crepancy was observed between agricultural 
and industrial prices, which went so far that 
the industrial price index rose three times as 
high as the agricultural. The dearness of 
manufactured goods made them inaccessible to 
the producer of cereals and other agricultural 
products. In September 1923 in some parts of 
Ukrainia one had to pay four poods of flour for 
one arshin* of cloth, and to buy a pair of boots 
one had to bring to market a whole cartload 
(over 40 poods) of rye.

Such a price relation, exposed in Trotzki's 
report, and called by him " economic scissors,"' 
brought forth a series of important measures. 
The autumn of 1923 was the date of the begin
ning of the campaign for the reduction of prices 
of State industry products, and from that time 
money began to flow into the villages. Large 
amounts of money were spent upon State pur
chases of food-stuffs and raw materials, and 
this with the addition of the non-agricultural 
earnings of the peasantry caused an increase in 
the demand for agricultural produce, and apart 
from some purely seasonal movements there 
was a steady rise in the agricultural indices 
and cereal prices.

The relatively favourable conditions of the 
agricultural market incited the peasants to 
cultivate marketable crops and stimulated in
tensive farming. Production for personal 
needs was forced into the background and with 
every year agriculture was more and more 
drawn into market relations. Besides the
favourable tendencies prevailing on the market, 
the taxation policy in respect of the village 
contributed to the process of denaturalisation 
of our rural economy. The assessment of rural 
taxes in money created a need for money and 
forced the peasant to throw his produce exten
sively upon the market.

In pointing out that the trend of our economic 
policy, taken as a whole, is propitious to the 
developrnent of agriculture, we cannot, how
ever, omit to note some obstacles checking that 
development and the marketing of its produce. 
First we note the measures tending to equalise 
the size of peasant households. The general 
and agricultural policy of the Soviet government 
does not contribute to differentiation of the 
rural population and to concentration of agri
cultural undertakings on the basis of private

• 1 arshin =  0-711 metros.

ownership. On the contrary, the Government 
favours the poor and medium-sized peasant 
households. The dispersion and weakness of 
these households create difficulties which the 
Soviet power endeavours to overcome by 
strengthening their economic situation, by 
uniting them into larger collective bodies, 
and by improving the supply of implements 
and other equipment.

Further, among the difficulties met by 
agriculture in its process of development is the 
dearness of our distributive apparatus, so that 
the agricultural producer receives a compara
tively smaller part of the price obtained for his 
produce. Overhead trade costs in marketing 
have been cut down to a considerable extent 
in recent years, thanks to State regulations.

5. Industry.— The New Economic Policy 
revived industry as well. The latter rose from 
the complete stagnation and paralysis of the 
last years of Military Communism to vigorous 
activity.

The revocation of the principle of collective 
management, the change over to personal 
control and the strengthening of the authority 
of managers changed the atmosphere and the 
internal organisation of industrial enterprises. 
The principle of personal responsibility (both of 
administrative and executive bodies) began to 
play a more considerable part in industrial 
organisation than in the first years of the 
revolution.

But besides this, important constructive work 
was done in other respects, chiefly in finding a 
rational way of contracting our industry within 
the first years of the new policy and of expanding 
it in the course of later years, A large number 
of enterprises remained after Military Com
munism not completely closed down, but 
achieving no actual work and in a state of 
anarchy. They had a large staff of workers who 
claimed to be provided for b}̂  the State, but at 
the same time performed no useful work.

With the introduction of N.E.P. (in its first 
period) a number of enterprises were entirely 
closed down and the work was concentrated in 
a few better ones. In order to supply active 
undertakings with equipment and raw materials, 
the stores of those closed down were redis
tributed among the former.

However, the contraction of the number of 
enterprises during the first years of N.E.P. did 
not affect the volume of production. The output 
of State industry did not diminish,but increased. 
The smaller number of active enterprises gave 
a larger output. At the same time the 
problems confronting State industry did not 
become less difficult. In spite of decrees con
cerning concessions and leases, the major part
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of all industrial production (about 8o per cent.) 
remained in the hands of the State and State 
enterprises, whose output grew rapidly and
steadily.

IN D IC E S O F T H E  PH Y SIC A L VOLUM E OF 
PR O D U C TIO N  O F STA TE IN D U ST R Y .

(Compiled by  th e  C onjuncture In s titu te .)

1921- 22
1922- 23
1923- 24
1924- 25
1925- 26

M anufacturo.

M ining. C oast rue- 
tionQoods.

CouBUmp*
tioiiGoods.

T otal.

100 100 100 100
121 207 182 168
155 264 246 220
170 567 407 355
240 883 532 500

Q U A N T IT IE S O F C H IE F  PRODUCTS

Coal (m n. tons) 
Crude oil (mn.

tons) ............
Pig iron (0000

tons) ............
C otton yarn  (000

tons) ............
R aw  sugar (mn. 

cen tn e rs)........

1921-2. 1922-3. 1923-4. 1924-5. 1925-6. 1926-7.

9-6 11-7 16-1 16-2 24-4 30-9

4-5 5-3 6-1 7-1 8*2 10*1

17 30 65 129 220 296

50 74 102 186 232 268

•5 2-04 3-69 4-51 10-58 8-70

The close of 1923 was an important turning- 
point in the development of industry under 
N.E.P. Since this date there has appeared an 
intensive, sometimes unsatisfied demand (goods 
famine) for the produce of State manufacturing 
industry. Before this our industry was threat
ened by an acute lack of actual demand. The 
cause was the general impoverishment of the 
population and the rising price policy of State 
enterprises up to the end of 1923. Forgetting 
that it is sometimes profitable to lower prices 
in order to increase the sale of goods, our State 
industrial enterprises were wedded to the policy 
of high prices. Hence the manufactured goods 
of State industry became so expensive that 
there was no advantage in bu3dng them. The 
consumer, especially rural, either refrained 
from satisfying his wants or applied to the 
handicraftsman. At this time small-scale 
industry (kustar) raised its head, and the hand- 
loom weaver entered into a competition with
the factory.

But all this came to an end. From the 
autumn of 1923, subsequent to a marketing 
crisis, reduction in the prices of manufactured 
goods was initiated largely owing to the direct 
State coercion.

Thus, prices were reduced by almost one- 
third in the course of one year. This reduction 
enhanced the relative purchasing power of the 
village and other sections of the population,

D E L IV E R Y  PR IC E S O F SU PREM E COUNCIL OF
NATIONAL ECONOMY.*

A s % of 1913. % faU
O ctl, Oct.1, in year.
1923. 1924.

C otton piece g o o d s ..................... 331 209 37
L eather ...................................... 315 182 42
R u b b e r ........................................... 255 168 34

Consum ption G o o d s ............ 320 227 29

* This Council directs th e  whole nationalised industry  and 
p u ts  in practice th e  m easures of industriol policy.

stimulated demand and simultaneously exerted 
an invigorating influence upon industry. The im
possibility of meeting expenses by raising prices 
forced the managers of our State enterprises to 
pay more attention to industrial improvements 
and better administration. High costs of pro
duction began to diminish perceptibly.

The recovery of our industry occurred while 
the old pre-revolution means of production were 
in use, and this represented an obstacle to a 
greater reduction in cost of production and to 
the cheapening of goods manufactured by State 
enterprises. The limited savings within the 
country made re-equipment of our factories and 
workshops as required b}̂  modem technique 
impossible: therefore the increasing demand 
for manufactured goods had to be met by in
tensive use of the old capital plant. The steam- 
power plant was in a particularly bad plight; 
in the ]\Ioscow district, for instance, according 
to the inquiry of the Supreme Council of 
National Economy, 40 per cent, of boilers and 
67 per cent, of all steam engines had been in 
use for over twenty-fiv '̂e years.

Beside the change of price polic3% another 
cause of rapid rise in production was the 
financial aid granted to industry through the 
State budget and the more generous grant of 
credit. The last factor became especially strong 
after the currency reform. The vTlocity of 
circulation became more normal upon the intro
duction of a stable monetary unit. Trade turn
over felt the necessity of a means of circulation 
for the proper functioning of the market 
mechanism; the State was therefore justified 
in spending considerable sums in financing in
dustry, and thus the new stable money was 
poured through the central credit institutions 
into the empty channels of money circulation. 
This permitted'the supply of industry with raw 
materials, the increase of the staff of workmen, 
the starting of old idle factories, and the increase 
of production, which, howwer, could not keep 
pace with demand.

During the six years* existence of N.E.P. our 
industry has achieved great success, passing 
from nearly complete stagnation to intensive
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activit3^ The difficulties of the first period of 
N.E.P. were surmounted, and in 1926-7 indus
trial production surpassed pre-war level. But 
with the growth and expansion of our industry 
new obstacles arose. As is clear from the above 
statement, the problem of accumulating capital 
is at present of the greatest importance. The 
capital owned by industrial enterprises is in
sufficient, and the possibility of obtaining 
credit from outside scanty. Another serious 
difficulty which has already begun to be felt is 
the scarcitv of skilled labour.

6. Labour.— Amost important resultof N.E.P.
policy in respect of labour proved to be the 
re-concentration of hands. We have stated 
above that the urban population left the towns 
under the pressure of cold and hunger. Our 
economy was threatened by the direst of 
dangers— the dispersion of the labour army.
However, the position changed with the advent 
of N.E.P., with the improvement of the food 
and fuel supply in towns. City and factory life 
began again to attract the people. A violent 
backward flow set in and the towns speedily 
recovered their population.

U R B A N  PO PU L A T IO N . 
(In  thousands.)

1920. 1923. % change.

Capitals ........................... !..........
O ther tow ns of consumixig

1.675 2.534 + 51

regions ....................................... 2.030 2,339 +  15
Towns of producing regions ... 3,315 3,229 -  2-6

T o ta l .................................. 7,020 8,102 + 1 5

The urban population increased by 15 per 
cent, in the course of three years, and the 
capitals, Moscow and Leningrad, augmented 
their population by one-half. The influx of 
people to the towns was the result of a con
siderable demand for hands on the part of our 
developing industry, which increased the earn
ings of the urban population.

M OVEM ENT O F R E A L  W A G E S : %  O F 1013.

1921-2. 1922-3. 1923-1. 1924-5. 1925-G.

» 33 49 67 83 93p 40 73 100 123 128

192G-7.

We see that the average level of wages 
throughout U.S.S.R. is now already higher than 
that of pre-war times. In Moscow average real 
wages considerably exceed pre-war.

It was but natural that relatively high earn
ings in industry should attract workmen to the 
towns, and they began to return from villages 
to factories. The number of workers grew 
rapidly.

Average number of workers employed (ooo's):
1926-7, 2,007.1922-3, 1,120.

It is true that at the same time with the 
increase of the number of workers employed 
there is also an increase in the number of those 
unemployed. The average number of unem
ployed persons registered at the Lal)our 
Exchanges totalled in 1922-3 about 477,000 
and in 1926-7 about 1,225,000. In analysing 
these data it is necessary to take into con
sideration the following two circumstances. 
Firstly, the growth of unemployment, as shown 
by these figures, is partly explained by the 
increase of the number of the Exchanges, 
where unemployment is registered. Secondly, 
it is necessary to note that unemployment in 
U.S.S.R. is of quite a specific character: the 
greater part of the unemployed is represented 
by workers just leaving the country. As some 
of the districts of U.S.S.R. are in a state of 
agrarian over-population (especially the Central 
Agricultural and the Western regions, the north 
of Ukrainia and so on), and as the wages in 
towns are rapidly rising, there is, naturally, 
a migration of the agrarian population from 
the over-populated regions into towns. These 
emigrants from the country to a considerable 
degree make up the groups of the unemployed.

Besides the quantitative restoration of the 
labour army, its qualitative improvement pro
gressed under the rule of N.E.P. Labour 
discipline shaken by the war and the conditions 
of Military Communism began gradually to 
recover. A conspicuous part in this process 
has been played by the trade unions. Although 
under our present conditions no longer an 
instrument of class struggle, trade unions still 
aim at safeguarding the interests of their mem
bers. But since, owing to the general impover
ishment, an increase of welfare was possible 
only on the basis of developing our productive 
powers, problems of purely industrial character 
began to play a prominent part in the policy 
of trade unions. Safeguarding the interest of 
their members, the trade unions became incul- 
cators of ideas of discipline and rational organ
isation. “ Trade Unions," it was stated in the 
resolution of the Eleventh Congress of the Com
munist Party, " must vigorously support the 
measures of the managing body directed towards 
the enhancement of productive labour. At tlie 
same time, the trade unions must constantly 
impress upon the workers how difficult, com
plicated and important is the work done by 
managers in connection with the building up of 
socialism.”

However, the leading circles of the party 
uttered a warning against falling to the otlier 
extreme : ” It is absolutely necessarv," we
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read in the same resolution, ” to oppose a ten
dency appearing in the shape of an unnatural 
union of representatives of trade unions with 
the managing boards of undertakings, resulting 
in an uncritical, unreasonable approbation and 
defence by the former of all measures carried 
out by the latter. In this case the trade unions 
become an appendage, a political department 
with the managing section, which leads to the 
neglect of their most important function, viz. 
that of being the representatives and defenders 
of the workers' interest."

As a result of all the economic and adminis
trative efforts, the productivity of industrial 
labour increased, and in this way we have 
obtained important successes in the sphere of 
labour as well as in other business directions. 
However, that does not mean that everything 
stands well in the domain of labour. Apart from 
the fact that much remains to be achieved, our in
dustry is threatened by a dearth of skilled labour. 
Fonnerly the training of new worker contin
gents was achieved by attracting large numbers 
of juveniles into factories and small-scale work
shops. The new generation of workers acquired 
professional craft as a result of the widespread 
exploitation of their labour by home handi
craftsmen and capitalists. Present-day re
strictions of the labour code make juvenile 
labour unprofitable in industry; in spite of 
definite orders to keep a fixed number of places 
for minors in every business, there is a marked 
diminution of juvenile labour recruits. The 
percentage of children and minors to the total 
of workers decreased from i i - i  to 6*5 per cent, 
during the three 3*ears 1920-3, and at present 
is much less than it was before the war. It is 
evident that wide measures are necessar}  ̂ to 
bring professional training to perfection, and it 
is proposed to develop a complete network of 
training schools; but all that has been done in 
this respect is not }'et sufficient. Towards the 
beginning of the economic }̂ ear 1926-7,  ̂new 
skilled workers due to complete their training 
numbered 16,000-18,000, which represents less 
than I per cent of the total of workers emplô êd 
at the present time.

7. Trade.— Passing to trade, a similar!}' rapid
rate of recover}  ̂is recorded as in other business 
spheres. After the adoption of N.E.P. the

TU R N O V ER . 
(In  inn. cher. rbs.)

]\Ioscow Produce E x 
change.........................

Thirty-five Provincial 
Exchanges ................

1922-3. 1923-4. 1921-5. 1925-C. 192G-7.

971 1,555 2,992 3,796 4.182

903 2,265 3,009 3,064

■ mai'

market organised itself very rapidly and the 
turnover both of home and foreign trade 
increased.

In this exchange turnover the lion’s share 
pertains to the State. Transactions (sales and 
purchases) carried out by State enterprises 
account for 66-90 per cent, of the total turn
over, private capital playing an insignificant 
part. But this does not mean that in general 
the role of the private trader in present circum
stances is very small, though in reality it is 
constantly falling off. According to estimates 
of the State Planning Commission (Gosplan) 
the general turnover of private trade amounted 
in 1923-4 to 4'8 milliard rbs., in 1924-5 to 4*0 
milliard rbs., in 1925-6 to 5-8 milliard rbs., and 
in 1926-7 to 5‘2 milliard rbs. In 1923-4 private 
trade accounted for 44 per cent., in 1926-7 
18 per cent, of the total.

Thus private capital is gradual^ losing 
ground in the general turnover. In the first 
years of X.E.P. the predominant part of retail 
and a considerable part of wholesale trade were 
in the hands of private persons. However, 
soon after a slogan, “ Trade is to be conquered 
by State and co-operative organisations,” was 
proclaimed. In order to achieve this task, 
financial means were needed which were ob
tained in the shape of credit facilities and 
direct State subsidies. Rapid growth of State 
and co-operative trade organisations resulted.

LICEN CES TO TR A D E ORG.\NIS.A.TIONS,
Categories I I I -V  (OOO’s).

1
! state.11

Co-
operatiTcs. Private.

1922 3 ............................. 11 30 128
1923-4 ............................. 19 40 96
1924-5 .............................. 28 98 130
1925-6 .............................. 35 109 172
1926-7 .............................. 35 97 145

It must be acknowledged that in this economic 
struggle for the market, private capital had to 
fight with unequal chances. Apart from the 
higher taxes levied upon private undertakings, 
present-day practice has elaborated a compli
cated set of measures checking the develop
ment of private capital. State industr}’ in 
supplying enterprises with commodities is 
bound to give preference to State and co
operative organisations, and only after having 
satisfied their requirements can it meet the 
needs of private clients. Therefore the latter 
are compelled to acquire goods at second hand 
or to have recourse to suborned pepons for 
obtaining cheap commodities of State industr}'. 
The same system of preference with regard to 
State and co-operative enterprises takes place
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ill the domain of transport as well. Further, 
there are the demands on the part of trade 
unions for higher pay for employees in private 
undertakings, difficulties in obtaining cheap 
state credit and the necessity of resorting to 
expensive private credit and various overhead 
costs of the private undertakings. At present, 
if we leave agriculture aside, trade, especially 
retail, is the chief arena of private business. 
But by now private trade does not occupy a 
dominating position even in retail trade.

If we turn to such an important operation as 
grain collecting, we see that the part of private 
capital was sufficiently conspicuous there. For 
instance, in the autumn of 1925-6, 20 per cent, 
of the whole of grain loading was effected by 
private collectors : however, here also they are 
gradually being supplanted by State and co
operative organisations, and in the grain cam
paign of 1926-7 the share of private capital 
fell to 5 per cent.

Foreign trade shows a considerable growth 
as well.

FO R EIG N  TRA D E ACROSS T H E  EU R O PEA N
FR O N T IE R .

A t 1913 prices (mn. rbs.).

1913.« 1921-2. 1922-3. 1923^. 1921-5. 1925-G. 192G-7

1 Exports 1,421 64 133 340 320 416 498
1 Im ports 1,221 271 . 148 201 361 415 443

* All former Russian Em pire. P resent-day te rrito ry  
diminished by about 13 per cent.

In this way our national economy is gradually 
re-establishing its connections with the world 
market.

Along with the increase in turnover, much 
has been accomplished in market organisation;

produce exchanges and warehouses have been 
established, elevators and refrigerators restored, 
State inspection organised, and so on.

But in spite of considerable improvement of 
organisation, trade still works with large over
head costs and is far from perfect. Villages 
continue to receive goods at high prices and 
discrepancy of prices in different districts, not 
called forth by economic necessity, is still 
felt.

8. Transport.— There has also been marked 
achievement in the organisation of transport. 
The working of our rail and water transport is 
certainly somewhat below that of pre-war time, 
but nevertheless it is speedily approaching the 
latter. Much has been done in respect of organ
isation. A very large and difficult work has 
been carried out as regards tariff rates. After 
the decree (at the very end of Military Com
munism) proclaiming free transport, the pay
ment for conveyance was resumed. Taken as a 
whole, our present-day tariff system very nearly 
approaches that in force before the war.

Water transpoit, which is also nationalised 
and remains in the hands of the State, is less 
favourably placed than railway transport. 
We have no accurate statistics relating to water
way transport, but it is certain that the work
ing of our water-ways is much inferior to that of 
pre-war time. ]\Iany causes are responsible for 
this. Our river fleet suffered severely during 
the civil war, and also the competition of rail
ways greatly affects water traffic. It is true 
this cause existed in pre-revolution time as well, 
but in that period the internal water-ways, 
especially the Volga, played a much larger 
part in the general economy of the country than 
at the present time.

TRA N SPO RT BY  R A IL .

1913.* 1920-1. 1921-2. 1922-3. 1923-1. 192-1-5. 3925-G. 1926-7

Freight carried :
(a) Mn. to n s ............................. 132 39 40 58 68 84 117 136
(6) Ton-km. per 100 km . of 

line ................................. 109 21 23 34 46 64 92 108
Average daily car-loading per 

100 km. lin e ............................. 49 17 14 17 19 24 33 37
Receipts (mn. cher.) ................ 970 — 334 628 887 1.271 1.492

♦ 1>Present area of U .S.S.R .

CONCLUSIONS, RESOURCES AND PROSPECTS.

Summing up, in the six-year period of N.E.P. 
there has been rapid recovery of productive 
powers in all spheres of business. In 1925-6 a 
number of branches of our economy nearly 
approached the pre-war level and in some cases 
exceeded it.

The enormous economic potentialities of our 
country make one confident as to its future. 
The country has all the possibilities for rapid 
industrialisation. Almost all the materials 
necessary for industrial development are, in a 
greater or less degree, available in the country.
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We give below some data of home and world 
resources of basic mineral fuel (converted into 
conventional yooo-calories).

FU EL RESERVES.

World. U.S.S.E.
%of I% of %ot world I.\ru. tons. total fuel. Md. tons. total fuel. totals. 1

Coal .............. 5,600 96-1 394 69 7 1Crude oil ........ 11-5 0-2 4-3 0-8 37 1
Peiifc .............. 215 3-7 169 30 78 1

Total ..... 5,826 100 567 100 10 1

Taking into consideration that the U.S.S.R. 
has a population of 140-145 millions, i.e. about 
7*5 per cent, of the world population, one is 
justified in asserting that the stocks of the three 
kinds of fuel (amounting to 10 per cent, of 
world stock) provide U.S.S.R.with fuel resources 
above the average world norm per head of 
population.

U.S.S.R. occupies the first place for crude 
oil as compared with other countries, and 
possesses 37*4 per cent., i.e. more than one- 
third of the world's crude oil reserves. The 
crude oil riches of U.S.S.R. are as yet utihsed 
in a very slight degree; the ratio of annual 
output of crude oil to its reserves in U.S.S.R. 
is expressed by a coefficient considerably less 
than that of other countries. With regard to 
annual output of crude oil, U.S.S.R. ranks 
third, after U.S.A. and Mexico. Of the world 
output U.S.S.R. accounted only for 5 per cent, 
in 1924, and in 1913 about 18 per cent.; the 
corresponding figures for U.S.A. are 70 and 63, 
and for Mexico 14 and 6-5 respectively. Thus, 
while other countries are exploiting this kind 
of fuel at a rapid rate, U.S.S.R. utilises her 
resources at a low rate. The principal areas of 
crude oil deposits are the regions of Baku and 
Transcaucasia (about 50 per cent, of the total 
reserve) and the region of Grozni (31 per 
cent.).

The coal deposits in U.S.S.R. are not so con
siderable as those of crude oil, but U.S.S.R. 
has at her disposal 7 per cent, of world reserves 
and ranks fourth after U.S.A. (507 per cent.), 
China (i6*6 per cent.) and Canada (14*3 per 
cent.). The e.xploitation of these resources 
also is developing less intensively than in other 
countries. The output of U.S.S.R. forms less 
than  ̂ per cent, of the world output, whereas 
Germany, possessing somewhat more than one- 
half of U.S.S.R. resources, gives 10 per cent, 
of world output. England, possessing still 
smaller resources, gives 24 per cent, of world 
output, and France, with onl}̂  one-twentieth of 
the resources of U.S.S.R., gives 4 per cent., and

so on. The feeble exploitation of coal riches in 
U.S.S.R. may be in a certain degree accounted 
for by the fact that a considerable part of her 
coal resources (about 70 per cent.) lie in Siberia, 
far from the principal industrial centres. But 
the resources in the European part, especially 
those of the chief centre of the coal industry—  
the Donetz basin— are exploited only to a slight 
degree.

In addition to the two above kinds of fuel, 
U.S.S.R. has at her disposal huge reserves of 
peat, a fuel found in other countries only to a 
small extent. The peat deposits in U.S.S.R. 
are nearly equal to one-half of her coal resources 
(converted into conventional fuel), and as com
pared with world peat resources they amount 
to 78 per cent. The principal regions of peat 
deposits in the European part of U.S.S.R. are 
the Northern and the Central industrial regions. 
The regions of Siberia probably also possess 
considerable peat deposits, but they are little 
exploited. The peat reserves in U.S.S.R. are a 
very important element in her resources of 
energ5  ̂ for this kind of fuel, in addition to 
other properties, possesses that of self-accres- 
cence. According to estimates the annual 
accretion of peat in our country (the increase 
of output being normal) forms 195 mn, tons of 
conventional fuel. i.e. considerably exceeds the 
annual consumption of all kinds of fuel in 
U.S.S.R. in pre-war times. The exploitation of 
these peat riches is being carried on on an 
extremely insignificant scale and only repre
sents 1*3 per cent, of the increase of deposits 
easily accessible to exploitation and 0-3 per 
cent, of the increase of its total deposits. Thus, 
in this case, there is not exhaustion but, on the 
contrar\% accretion and accumulation of peat 
reserves.

Of the same importance as peat are our 
forests as a source of fuel. In respect of this 
kind of fuel U.S.S.R possesses resources amount
ing to i 8*5 per cent, of the world resources of 
timber (about 9 md. tons conventional fuel). 
The annual accretion in U.S.S.R. amounts to 
315 mn. tons, of which the forests of the 
European part of U.S.S.R. give only 62 mn. 
tons, the rest being from the forests of Siberia.

Finall5  ̂ it should be pointed out that 
U.S.S.R. is endowed with other self-renewing 
sources of energj’ in the shape of straw, water 
power and vnnd power. The first-named fueU 
utilised on a large scale in agriculture, fonns 18 
per cent, of the world supply. But among all 
sources this kind of fuel plays a rather unim
portant part.

Tlie wind and water power form a relatively 
low percentage of total world resources thereof, 
viz. 8*3 per cent, for each, but the average per
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head of the energy derived from these sources 
in U.S.S.R. is somewhat higher than the world
average.

Summing up the data on the self-renewing 
sources of energy we obtain the following table 
of annual possible capacity in terms of con
ventional fuel.

Peat .............
Firewood ....
Straw .........
W ater power

World Capacity. Capacity U.S.S.ll.

Mn. tons. % ot
total. Mn. tons. O' nf /O

total.
% of
world
totals.

250 3 195 19 78
1.700 21 315 30 18

185 2 33 3 18
1,870 23 156 15 8

Passing on we may next deal with the 
deposits of metalliferous ores and precious 
metals. The total reserve of iron ore through
out the territory of U.S.S.R. (explored, prob
able and possible), according to the latest 
estimates, amounts to 2,700 mn. tons contain
ing about 1,200 mn, tons of iron. The explored 
deposits of ores in U.S.S.R., according to esti
mates, make up 1,650 mn. tons, or 15 per cent, 
of the world reserves. In this respect U.S.S.R. 
ranks second in Europe (after France).

The exploitation of ore deposits, as in the 
case of energy resources, falls considerably 
behind the exploitation of these deposits in 
other European countries.

The areas of ore deposits in U.S.S.R. are the 
following: the chief centre, Krivoi Rog 
(Ukrainia), possesses, according to estimates, 
about 238 mn. tons of explored and probable 
deposits and about 182 mn. tons of possible, 
the ore of this region being distinguished by a 
high percentage (up to 60-62 per cent.) of iron 
content.

Another important region— the Urals—
possesses a number of separate iron ore beds 
(including those of the Blagodat— High and 
Magnetic Mountains), containing about 60 per 
cent, of iron. The Ural region possesses a total 
of about 302 mn. of explored and probable 
deposits and about 237 mn. tons of possible.

The Kerch region, rich in ore deposits, is 
not exploited at present. The ore is somewhat 
poorer than that of Krivoi Rog (from 35 to 42 
per cent, of iron), but the reserves themselves 
considerably surpass those of Krivoi Rog.

The research work of recent years carried on 
in connection with the Koursk area allows us 
to conclude that within the boundaries of 
the Koursk government (the central region of 
the European part of U.S.S.R.) there are con
siderable reserves of iron ore. Those in the 
Asiatic part of U.S.S.R. have so far been insuffi
ciently explored. The deposits of the Kouz-

netsk basin and those of the Far East district 
may be of the greatest importance to industry.

Besides iron ore U.S.S.R. possesses great 
resources of manganese ore, amounting to 200 
mn. tons in the most important of explored 
regions only. Before the war Russia occupied 
the first place in world output of this ore. The 
chief centres of manganese deposits are Chia- 
touri (Transcaucasia, government of Koutais), 
about n o  mn. tons, and Nicopol (government of 
Ekaterinoslav), about 77 mn. tons. Other 
numerous deposits (in Urals, Kuban district, 
Siberia, etc.) are explored on but an insignifi
cant scale.

Of the ores containing coloured metals, the 
chief are the very rich deposits of copper ore 
in the Ural district, where the total reserve 
amounts to 33 mn. tons, containing from i J to 
5 per cent of copper and a number of other 
deposits, for the greater part almost entirely 
unexplored, in Caucasus, Kirghiz steppes (in 
particular the government of Enisseisk), Far 
East district and Tourkestan.

The deposits of lead-zinc in the Caucasus 
(especially the mines of Sadonsk near \dadi- 
kavkas) are of considerable importance. The 
richest deposits not yet systematically explored 
are found in the Kirghiz steppes and Altai 
(Siberia). In the last region are a number of 
polymetalliferous deposits of zinc and lead with 
silver and gold, often accompanied by copper. 
Of the deposits of precious metals those of gold 
and platinum must be first mentioned.

Gold.— The chief auriferous regions of
U.S.S.R. are the following: (i) the Urals, where, 
however, the rich auriferous sand is to a con
siderable extent exhausted; (2) Siberia, with 
numerous auriferous deposits (both in veins 
and sand) in the western part (the districts of 
Tomsk and Altai), the middle part (the districts 
of Krasnoyarsk and Enisseisk) and especially 
the eastern part (the districts of Irkutsk, Lena 
and Aldan); and (3) the Far East, which before 
the war occupied the first place as regards gold 
output. Large gold reserves have been lately 
discovered in the region of the upper Aldan 
(right tributary stream of the Lena).

Russia's share in the world output of gold 
amounted to 9 per cent, in the years just before 
the war.

Platinum.— A great many deposits of plati
num-bearing sand are found in the Ural region. 
However, we cannot precisely estimate the 
reserves of platinum, as only insufficient re
search work has as yet been carried ou t; the 
approximate reserves in the Urals amount to 
100-160 tons.

Before the war Russia occupied almost a 
monopolistic position in the world, the output
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of other platinum-producing countries (British 
Columbia, Tasmania, U.S.A. and others) having 
been but inconsiderable. At present the rela
tive shares of individual countries in the world 
output have changed, but U.S.S.R. still retains
the first place.

In estimating our natural resources and 
economic prospects it should be borne in mind 
that a considerable part of our territory, in 
particular Siberia and Central Asia, is almost 
unexplored as to geological structure. There
fore the future may bring us agreeable sur
prises similar to the discovery of the very rich 
auriferous area in Siberia (Aldan).

Further, U.S.S.R. is generously endowed with 
fish and fur resources. B y a rational manage
ment of our fisheries and hunting we could 
easily double or even treble annual output 
without drawing upon the basic capital in these 
spheres of economy. In regard to the fish 
supplies, before the war Russia occupied the 
second place in the world (after England). The 
annual catch amounted to 67 mn. poods; but 
with regard to the value of the catch (including 
rare fish) Russia occupied the first place. But 
the rapacious method of managing fisheries 
and the primitive handling of fish products led, 
on the one hand, to the exhaustion of supplies, 
and on the other to the necessity of importing 
fish at a great cost. According to estimates of 
specialists, the fish supplies of the Caspian basin 
alone, if exploited according to a rational 
method, would give 70 mn. poods per annum, 
and the total catch would easily reach 100 
mn. poods despite the loss of the Baltic 
region.

As regards the value of furs, Russia (in par
ticular Siberia) occupied before the war the 
first place in the world, providing nearly a half 
of the supply : the yearly suppty amounted to 
20 mn. pieces, of a value of about 75 rnn. rbs. 
In this branch there was a still more rapacious 
method of management than that practised in
the fishing industry, with deterioration in the furs

owing to primitive ways of hunting, destruction 
of immature beasts and so on.

After hunting we may refer to other forest 
riches, namely, timber, not for fuel as discussed 
already, but as building material. The total 
of forest area in U.S.S.R. is about 550 mn. 
dessiatines, of which only 10 per cent, are fully 
utilised.

Before the war the consumption of timber 
amounted to no more than 20 per cent, of its 
annual growth. The low rate of exploitation 
may be accounted for chiefly by the uneven 
distribution of forests over the country.

Finally, if we take into account the abundance 
of non-utilised fertile areas suitable for agricul
ture, and the low level of agricultural technique, 
we shall be justified in concluding that in 
U.S.S.R. there exist the objective conditions for 
a high degree of economic development. To this 
it is to be added that our country possesses a 
large population and a growing home market. 
Further, considering that the revolution has 
abolished a set of conditions previously hamper
ing the development of productive powers, 
there can be no doubt as to the prospects of 
enormous economic development of the countrj  ̂
in the future. But at present in this sphere 
we are confronted with the problem of basic 
capital. For technical reorganisation of the 
economy and for the realisation of wide poten
tialities of the countr\', large capital invest
ments are necessary. Before the war Russian 
industry and foreign trade were developing 
chieflv at the expense of inflowing foreign 
capital. At present in U.S.S.R., despite a veiy  ̂
high return on capital investment, the influx 
of capital is insignificant and the number of 
concessions leased out small. Under these 
conditions the rate of development of our 
economic conditions in the next few years will 
be determined by the dimensions of internal 
accumulation in the country and by the effec
tiveness of the measures tending to strengthen 
this accumulation.
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